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OF EVENTS

DAY’S events cast their
equal expression of will, with the conshadows across many curring majority
havingtheirsenforced.
generations. Like most As inadequate as democracy may often
shadows, these are vaster prove to be, it is a safer government
thantheactual
things thanan autocracy. A perverted autocwhich give them exist- racyis capable of oppressing a whole
ence. It is because, as a people. A democracy in its most infirm
people,most
of us are state could but oppress amajority.
moving with our backs to
Let U S @ant that an absolute democthe light that these shadows of our actions are cast ahead into the future. A racy is impossible because men are SO
shadow is not an actuality, but it par- constituted as to be unequal in SO many
tends one. Consequently, we still have of their capacities. How then can
h e opportunity of examining the CUT- democracy perfect itself? HOWcan it
concession toa
ma’oritY
rent events and possibly preventing justifyits
them from becoming inexorable future alone? This can only be accomp!ished
by the furtherance and development of
realities.
the intellect and moral sense of the
NO government can truly representindividual.
A majority ex ression of
the People, for their OPiniolls and be- the will of the people must %e the best
liefs arenearly asnumerous and varied of which society 1s capable, If it be
as they are. A government which otherwise, a democracy can cause civiliwould represent the people asa whole zation to retrogress.
would be in a continuous state of confusion and contradiction. The most
Now, it is an established fact that
democratic nations of the world, there-only
inthecruder
basic elements of
fore, are functioning on the principle their natures, do men display any semof acquiescing only to the majority will blance of equality. Like trees, the more
of the people. This principle is but a men reach upwardthe
more they
concession to number. That the majority branch out. They become more diversiwill istoo often wrong, historyfrefied intheir interests and ideals. For
quently recounts. Because the masses example, it is easy to get agreement
of men are moved by a common im- among men on the need for sustenance
pulse does not makethem right. The and
for freedom from bodily imprisonminority may often be the wiser, but ment. Conversely, it is far more diffithey are defeated by the paucity of their cult to bring men into harmony with
number alone. If the masses of men impersonal principles, not intimately
touching
their
~ areall too
~ often prejudiced,
k
ignoble,
~
~
~ lives. We,i therefore,~find
and lacking in vision, then obviously a a greater number of votes arising out
majority expression of will, if accepted,
political
of a “chicken
in every
thanin
one aBot”
vocating
the
is potential with
danger.
Democracy as platform,
we know it today is at its best butanfreetrade
of small nations.
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There is danger,then,
in overnments becomin
demagogic,
g a t is,
catering to the eemental side of human
nature. Governmentalsupport of the
individuals in a democracy, therefore,
should not be competitive with selfinitiative. As John Locke, noted
lish philosopher, pointed out in hls
Treatises on Government, the government is simply a means for servlng the
best interests of the peo le. Moreover,
it should be an entity wtich they have
created and conferred power uponto
accomplish what they cannot do themselves. Let us use an analogy. I and
my nei hbors are able tocarry separately bunfles of fagots from our respective
woodlands to our fireplaces. We, however, cannot separately move large trees
which we have felled for timber in our
woodlands. We organize ourselves,
therefore, into a collective body, a ply
ing our united strength to the task: 1;
this way,we are ableto do for each
other what we cannot do separately for
ourselves. Withthe passing of time,
we grow in number. Thereare more
and more trees to be hauled from neighborhood forests. We would beobliged
to devote nearly allof our time working
withour
neighbors, hauling ours or
their trees. Consequently, we enga e
to re resent us a group of men w IO
will 8, nothing else but serve the individual when he is not able to do so himself. The whole duty of this group, we
will say, is government. It obviously
becomes atemtationfor
many individuals eventua ly to relegate to this
grou';;-to government-more and more
of w at they should do themselves.
To refer again tothe analogy, in time
some men would come to insist that
even the bundles of fagots thatthey
once cut and personally carried home
for firewood were now too heavy to be
carried and that the roup which represented them should i o it. Then again,
this group representing the neighbors
might themselves even go further. They
might suggest that collectively they
could more quickly and easily build the
fire in the stove than could the individual. Men are thus inclined to favor
governmental policies which supplant
their initiative and which seem to substitute ease for effort.
Success and happiness must be personal achievements. Success is a per-
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sonal, positive venture. Men as a whole
cannot be precipitated by overnment
into success. The individua must seek
some ente rise which he wishes through
a
his own e orts to bring to satisfactory
culmination. If the results are given to
him, he lacks the joy of accomplishment and his desires remain insatlated.
He, therefore, becomes more and more
insistent upon chan e andfrequent
, Personal en& which the individua mayhave focus human effort.
They provide an outlet for mental and
physical energies. Dependence upon
others dulls the powers of personal accomplishment and leaves the mind undirected. It is a serious mistake and one
that is castinga deep shadow on tomorrow, that more and more are men
demanding that government provide
them with what pride and individuality
should cause them to do for themselves.
The more men require government to
do for them, the greater government
must become, numerically. The greater
government becomes numerically, the
more men will find themselves taking
part in efforts for a collective whole,
which does not strictly represent their
own personal ideals and sentiments. To
attempt to pull all men up
to certain
heights, means that many must forego
the advancement of which theyare
personally capable. It is not for some
men to reach such heights in their lives.
They would not seek to climb by their
own initiative. Why then should they
insist that they be carried on the backs
of others? It is one thing to reach down
and extend a hand to a fellow climber;
it is another to be burdened with carrying one who willnotmake
an effort
himself.
Government should serve as a security for society. It should establish safeards to prevent violation of the inKrent rights of weak humans by the
strong. It should establish means to
prevent, as nearly as possible, a retrogression by society from whatever plane
it may have achieved. It should remove
by itsstrength and resources the obstacles to progress which the individual
by personal effort is not able to surmount. However, aovernment is defeating its purpose wEen it attempts to
supplant personal initiative, ambition,
and individuality. A government is
composed of men. If it robs men of
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their initiative, even inadvertently, with
mistaken pur ose, it musteventually
sink to the revel of the minds and
characters of those from whom it draws.
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The pendulum has swung far to the
other side. For centuries, science was
defined by religion as a diabolical intrusion into thesanctity of God’s realm.
The more the exposition and demonstration of physical laws by science confuted reli ‘ous dogma, the more religion
considere it a malevolent plot against
her. Perhaps the firststeptoward reli ‘on’s bowing her head in recognition
o f L e power of rationalism began with
St. Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274). The
masses duringthe Middle Ages were
unequipped to embrace science. Illiteracy was widespread. Superstition still
had a strong hold upon men’s minds.
The contribution which science made
for the hetterment of man hysically
had to be in spite of himself Science
has won public acclaim in recent
decades principally because of two factors. First, because it has made such a
strong appeal toman’s physical comforts, throu h the practical conveniences brougit within his reach. To the
average man, science has become a
genie, not in the hereafter or in a remote region, but one to serve him inhis
own home and community. Second, the
spread of education, which, in fact, became more extensively sought because
of the first factor; namely, the conveniences it would provide.
Science is empirical. It consists of
the objective experience or sense perception approach to allexistence. Knowledge, it holds, is alone that which may
be experienced through the objective
reception senses, or confirmed b them.
This takes the individual out of limself.
At least the average man and woman is
put in such a position. The actual scientist is often not as materialistic as the
recipient of science’s advantages. The
scientist must
analyze,
reason, and
reach
certain
conclusions about his
observations-namely,
whathe
sees,
hears, and feels. He
may
give more
~ emphasis to~ his perceptiou
i
than to~ abstraction and intuition, but at least he
does exercise many of his
faculties
of
mind besides perception. The average
man and woman who derives benefits

K

from the accom lishments of science
takes no part int is development. They
give themselves over entirely to a mere
objective appreciation of whatit provides. They have come justto look,
listen, and feel for what science will
provide. From test tubes, meters, dials,
cathode tubes, generators, et cetera, the
average man expects all of the fruits of
living to come. In fact, all of his physical pleasures are definitely related to
these sources-his
transportation,his
amusements, his food, hismeans
of
communication, and so on. He fails to
realize that imagination, visualization,
and even abstraction play afundamental partin science. He does not
know that the greatest of the presentday scientists are more and more inclined toward the deductive method.
This consists in arriving atcertain positive ends into which asa pattern the
separatephenomena of the world are
to be fitted-a
striving for a unity in
the universe of science, a reconciliation
of philosophy and science.
The average man has therefore come
to almost venerate science, as the god
of all accomplishment, the one unlimited source. Especially is this true
in these times, inthe time of war.
Obviously nothing is more objective
thanwarand
its ramifications. Consequently, nothing furthers it in
defense
or offense like science. Thewar has,
therefore, won the further allegiance of
millions of persons to science. Unfortunately, these same millions of persons
are being weaned away from philosophical and religious ursuits, which,
in these times, are ma e to appear impractical.
A good societ is not alone one that is
able to devise d e most time-saving elements or reduce necessities to the
simplest formulas, or even provide satisfaction forall of the physical wants.
A good society is also one that inculcates moral
restraint,
compassion, a
sense of justice, and which tempers the
inherent bestiality of man.Without
such refinement a purely materialistic
civilization, withall of the developments
~ of science,
~ amounts ~to nothing i
more than an armed camp. We: must
remember thatthecriminal
has the
same veneration
for
science as the
(Continued on Page 101)
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What Psychical Research Has Accomplished
By HEREWARD CARRINGTON,
PH.D.

(Director of the American Psychical Institute and Laboratory, and Author
of a Number of Standard Books upon the Subject.)
ME TIMES, after a lecture,
the question is raised:
“What hasreally
been
done in the field of sy
chical investigation, !ui
ing all these years? Has
anything worth-while
been accomplished? Are
we not in a blind alley,
a cul-de-sac, with nothing promising at
the far end? Of what use is the subject,
after all?”
At first sight there might appear to
besome truth in these questions and
objections! Certainly we researchers
have encountered many obstacles and
run intomany disappointments. The
amount of fraud, self-deception, hysteria, and nonsense connected with this
subject is appalling. The seamy side of
human nature is constantly being discovered. No one knows and realizes all
this betterthan thepsychical researcher!
On the other hand, we must remember certain things. This whole sub‘ect
is yet relatively new. It is only witilin
our own generation that the scientific
investigation of these puzzling problems has been launched. Less than twothirds of a century ago the parent
(British) Society had not even been
founded. As compared with the much
older sciences of physics, chemistry,
astronomy, and physiology, it is a child
indeed. Looking at it fromthis point
of view, many of us feel that really
remarkable progress has been madeespecially when we bear in
mind the

tremendous public opposition to the subject, and the shortages of both men and
money which have handicapped it from
the beginning, and still do!
When our Society was founded, it
must be remembered, almost nothing
was known of the subconscious mind,
of dreams, alternatingand
multiple
personality,hypnotism,
psychic healing,automaticwriting,crystal
gazing,
trance, telepathy, and various mediumistichenomena,
which are today acceptei almost as a matter of course.
Much of theearly work in all these
fields was done by psychic researchers.
Automatic writing, crystal gazing, and
hypnosis are now used extensively by
regular psychiatrists as tools for exploring theunconscious mind, and inbringing to light hidden phobias and complexes. The work of Dr. Rhine has
forced the scientific world to accept the
reality of Extra Sensory Perception
(telepathyand clairvoyance). Myers’
great work on the subconscious mind
has unified and welded to ether many
seemingly inexplicable an8 apparently
unrelated phenomena, and shown their
common origin. As Prof.
William
James expressed it: “Whatever the
judgment of the future may be on Mr.
Myers’ speculations, the credit will
always remain tothem of being the
first attem t in any language to consider the pRenomena of hallucination,
automatism, double personality, and
mediumship as connected parts of one
whole subject.”
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But more than that! In the opinion
of many competentresearchers,
the
reality of a whole invisible world has
been established, from which at times
emergestrangeandmysteriousphenomena. A paritions and other occurrences note at the moment of death;
hauntings of certainlocalities; movements of objects without contact;visions
andpremonitions
of thefuture;the
rojection of the etheric, or astral, body
From its physical vehicle-these are but
some of the extraordinary occurrences
which seem to have been well verified.
Evenmore impressive are those cases
in which messages or communications
seem to haveapparently come to us
from the “other side.” (Not all psychic
investigators hold thisview; some do
and somedon’t.Oneschool,
of which
Sir Oliver Lodge may be taken as re resentative, hold the spiritisticview, w ile
ified by Professor Charles
another,hol the opposite viewpoint. It
Richet,
should be noted, however, that these
differences of opinion relate solely to
the theoretical interpretation of the observed henomena; as to theactuality
of the Kenomena themselves, they one
and alf agree. They are genuineand
supernormal.)
Again, it should be pointed out that
many investigations of great value have
been conducted, of late years, employing instruments of precision-that IS,
laboratory methods. There was a whole
oup of eminentscientific
menin
Rance, forinstance,just
before the
war, who wereinvesti sting by these
meanswhatthey
c a l l 3 supernormal
biology.” They believed that the phenomena they witnessed were still biological in nature, still connected with
the functioning of the human oranism,
but thattheyrepresenteda
kology
above and beyond the mechanistic biology of today. Some of their clinical
investigationsinthis
field have been
extraordinarily
interesting
and
suggestive.
Without entering into too much detail, it may be stated that the net result
of our
investigations
to
date
have
demonstrated actuality
the
of certain
~ enuinesupernormal
~
phenomena
i
and ~
&e possession by man, of powers and
potencies hitherto
unknown
and
unsus ected. Sure1 thisalonehasjustif i J t h e time a n i effort devoted to this
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subject, and established its importance!
As Count Alexander Aksakof, the great
Russian psychic investigator, wrote:
“In the decline of life I ask myself
sometimes, ‘Have I in truth done well,
to have devoted so much time and toil
and money to the study and the publication of facts in thisdomain?Have
I not struck into a blind road? followed
an illusivehope?Have
I not wasted
mexistence,with
no resulttojustify
a1 my pains?’ Yet alwa 7s I seem to
hear the same reply: ‘A iife on earth
can have no higher aspiration than to
demonstrate the transcendental nature
of man’s being-to prove him called to
a destiny lofber than the phenomenal
existence which alonehe knows.’ I cannot, then,regretthat
I have devoted
my whole life to the pursuance of this
aim; although it be by methods which
Science shuns or spurns-methods
which I hold far trustier than anyother
which Science has to show. And if it
be in the end my lot to have laid one
stone of that temple of the spirit, upbuilt from century to century by men
of true heart-this will be the highest
and the only recompense which ever I
strove to gain.”
There are many of us, I feel sure,
who havegone through just such travail
in spirit asCount Aksakof so vividly
portrays. Trialsand discouragements
we havehada-plenty.
I too have devoted my life to this subject, in a way
whichperhaps few have. I joined the
Society for Psychical Research when I
was nineteenyears of a e, and have
been actively engaged in &is work ever
since. Coming fromamoreor
less
Agnostic famdy, being an amateur
magician all my life, and having had
a scientific training, my background
evidently exempted me from the char e
of emotional interest or wishful thinfing. Nevertheless, as the result of my
many years of research in this field, I
have emerged quite convinced of the
actuality of asuperphysical world of
some sort, and of the existence of certain genuine supernormal occurrences,
which cannot be ex lained by presentday science, but wiich are of the utmost ~significance,~if true.
~
i
Let us take two or three examples of
the conclusions to which we psychical
researchershave been forced. Let US
begin with, the simplest and most gen-
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zed of all psychic pheerally ‘ “ O Y epathy.
Few
realize that
nomena-te
this is still a profound myste
the scientific world as awhople refuses
Or that
to accept it as a fact. Why? Not because it has been disproved, but because
of the materialistic philosophy which
these men hold. Life, mind, consciousness, we are taught in our universities,
are invariably bound up with the functioning of a material brain, and when
that brain ceases to function these mental or spiritualentities cease to exist.
“Thou ht is a function of the brain.”
If t h i s t e true, then of course telepathy
is impossible! It would be just as impossible for thou ht to exist and function
one inch outsise your brain as it would
be for your digestion, or circulation, or
any other physiolo ‘cal activity, to
function beyond the f d l y limits. And
the merefact that it does so proves that
the mechanistic philosophy of today is
erroneous in thls respect; mind can
exist and function apart from the physical brain,andapart from the limitations of time and space, as we commonly know them. If this be true, even in
this life, then surely we have a “wedge
ofbelief”-some
ground for believing
that the human spirit can continue to
function inthe absence of a hysical
brain altogether. Survival o? bodily
death is thus a possibility. (Not proved,
perhaps, but possible.)
Take again those instances in which
an apparition is seen by some relative
or friend at the moment of death. If
we had only a fewsuch cases, we should
of course be justified in saying “coincidence.” But when we get hundreds
and thousands of them, the case is different. Many years a o the Society for
Psychical Research pukished what has
been known as The Census of Hallucinations, based on 30,000 replies toa
questionnaire sent out, relative to cases
of this sort. The concludi words of
their lengthy report were t ese:
“Between deaths and apparitions of
thedying person a connection exists
which is not due to chance alone. This
.”
we hold as a proved fact.
Yet, if it be a fact, how profoundly
important it is!
Take again the following, dealing
thistimewith
so-called physical phenomena.AyoungAustrian
medium,
Rudi Schneider, possessed the faculty
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of moving objects and otherwise affecting matter in his immediateenvironment, by some means
unknown
to
science. Bits of bodies, such as hands,
seemingly “materialized,” tied knots in
handkerchiefs and performed other
actions-all when he was securely held
handand
foot, by skeptical investigators, and in (dim) light. For several
years hewas studied by groups of scientific men in Europe, among them Dr.
Eugene Osty, of Paris.
In Dr. Osty’s experiments, conducted
in his own laboratory, it wasfound
that a certain invisible “substance” issued from the body of the subject
(Rudi)and
extended itself over the
table,
where
it affected the objects
placed there. Then this was discovered:
When the vibration rate of the invisible
substance was measured (instrumentally) it was found that this was always
exactly twice the breathing rate of the
entranced
medium!
(Thls breathing
was often accelerated to a phenomenall y high speed-300 or moreto
the
minute.) Here, then, we have a definite
connection with the functional activities of the medium’s body. What are
the implications of this fact?
Rudi Schneider is, in the normal use
of his mind, just a plain individual. A
motor mechanic by trade, and of little
education, he is incapable of understanding any problem of physics, of
chemistry, or of biology. In a
scientists he would fail toun erstand
Of
what was being said about contemporary knowledge. But if he is asked to
performaparanormal
action, such as
the displacement of an object at a distance and without contact, it is enough
for himmomentarilyto
suspend his
conscious activity, for him to put himself into a special [hysiological state,
called a trance, whic endows him with
exceptional powers over matter. Then
thisignorant being behaves as if he
knew the intimate and
primordial resources of life and processes of creation.
Thisinnate science is so inexplicable
that thevast majority of men of science
refuse even to listen to it.
Like the supernormal knowledge of
realityin time and space, theparanormal knowledge of the organizing
processes of life reveals that, behind the
use of the mind in feeling, in thinking
and in actingonmatter,
there is an-
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other intelligent plane of being, usually
not manifest, which very probably represents the fundamental reality of ourselves, and forms part of a plane of life
quite different from that in which we
exercise our ordinary intelligence.
“Of what value is all this,” the skeptic may ask, “even if true?” Well, in
the first place, any scientific fact is of
importance, if verified, even though we
cannot as yet adequately understand it
or its significance. The famous old
story of Faraday, when he was experimentingin electro-magnetism, is true
here also. When asked “OE what value
is it, even if true?” he replied, “Of what
use is a child? It grows to be a man!”
It is assuredly the same here.
But more than this: we begin to see,
even now, the tremendous importance
and significance of these strange facts.
For they prove to us that man is more
than a mere animal;he possesses powers
and potencies loftier than those of the
ig or dog; he is essentially a spiritual
geing, called to a destiny higher than

mere physical existence. He is in truth
a denizen of a spiritual world. His inner being-perfected through countless
centuries of constant striving on the
part of Nature-is destined for survival,
and Man, instead of being a body with
a temporary mind-is in fact a mind
witha temporary body. This reversal
of the materialistic philosophy (a philosophy which has plunged the world
into its presentmisery
andwar)
is
assuredly of value, of “use,” in our
world today! Yet, it is this conclusion
which has been rendered possible by
reason of the progress made in the field
of psychical investigation.
What has psychical research accomplished? It has given an added dignity
and meaning to life, and is destinedmany of us believe-to prove the ultimate salvation of humanity!

*

*

*

Eat, drink and play; the
rest of life’s
Not wortha filip, quoth the king.
Methinks the saying says too much,
A swine might say the self-same thing!

PLANTING BY THE MOON
It is known that vegetables planted two days before the full moon have produced crops far in excess of those planted after the full moon and at other times
during the month. An English scientist explains it thus: “The moon’s pull draws
up the sea giving us our tides. The moon then must also draw up the water
which lies in the soil. Water drawn from a low soil level comes from an area
unreached by plant roots and, therefore, is very rich in plant foods. It is in effect
asuper-stimulant for seeds, galvanizingthem into immediate and lasting activity. Moonlight, it is held, converts certain chemicals in the foliage into sugar,
and sugar is a growth encourager par excellence. Whether or not we accept this
explanation is not important. What is important, however, is the fact that there
is an influence on plant and animal life, and certain schools of science recognize and accept thisfact.
An interesting personal experiment to perform that will show this fact, is to
visit one’s barber and have one’s hair cut just before full moon and notice how
rapidly it grows outagain. Do thisseveral times, keeping acareful record of
a waning moon for a while
the experiment. Then have thehaircutduring
and note any difference in the time required before you are in need of a haircut.
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This same experiment may be tried on thelawn;that
is, mow thelawnor
~ have it mowed
~
a day
k or two before
~
full moon
~
and notice
~
how rapidly
i
it grows
~
out again. Then reverse the procedure and mow the lawn on a waning moon
to note any difference inthe growth of the grass. Rosebushes and otherplants
that require pruning show much more rapid growth when pruned just before full
moon than they do whenprunedafter
full moon.
[ 82 1
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The SeYen Steps to Attainment
By

RALPH

M.LEWIS,F. R. C.

PART ONE

amounts to no choice. Therefore,we
are really onlyfree to choose how to
use our existence here. I n other words,
having consciousness as we do, of what
shall we be conscious?
Now, thereare those whose choice
consists in striving for health alone.
But to make health your principal end
or choiceis reallyanegative
attainment. It results merely in the removal
of distress and suffering. Good health
gives more substance to life, provides
more longevity, but, after all, that is
like reinforcing the walls of a buildin
and continuingto add buttresses an$
other supports. One does not reinforce
the walls of an empty house, or one in
which nothing will be placed, or which
has no definite purpose. Strivingjust
for health so as to insure longevity is
like that.Then,thereare
those who
rincipally seek to attain wealth. They
gelieve that to be indicative of their
choice; however, cupidity or the love of
possessions is nothing else but a desire,
and desires are an inescapable quality
of life itself. Desire is not a choice, it
is a compulsion as inseparable from life
as moisture is from water.
Of what then should our voluntary
attainment inlife consist? What should
be our fundamental choice? In general,
the answer must be to choose complete
and perfect
happiness.
Theologans,
mystics, and philosophers, for centuries,
have contended thatman is a triune
being; namely, that he consists of body,
mind, and soul. Therefore, the only
r 83 1

is an ultimate end
of life, from the physical
point of view. This is
apparent to everyoneto the highly civilized
man, to the barbarian,
and even to the aborigine. This end of life, this
termination of our physical existence is the cessation of those
attributes and those functions which we
associate with living, or with those
things which we say are animate. We,
each of us, are moving continually in
the direction of this physical end of life,
thistransitionfrom
living. Weare
moving in this direction through no
power of our own, nor is it the result
of a volition of ours. Thenature of
thislife force, with which things are
animated, and the cause of it, we leave
to the research scientist, to the biologist,
to the biochemist, and to the physiologist, andthe probable reason for our
physical existence, we leave to the abstractions of the philosopher.
However, if it be granted that man
has will and may make certain choices,
what are thefundamental choices of his
will? What choice should man make?
A fundamental choice cannot include
death, for death is inevitable. It comes
to all, whether they choose it or not.
Furthermore, the fundamental choices
of man cannot include life, because if
we are able to choose to live we are
already living, by virtue of the fact
that we can make the choice, and so it
HERE

perfect happiness which therecan be,
the only hap iness which can be com.plete is that lappiness which embraces
all three of these aspects of man’s nature. There are seven steps to this perfect happiness in life, seven steps by
which it is attained. From time immemorial, seven has been referred to frequently as the necessary number of
steps which man must take for attainmentin
life. Since seven has been
principally selected by the ancients, as
the number, it must obviously have
some mystical significance or importance. For example, Herodotus, the
ancient Greek historian, relates that the
Tower of Babel, built by the ancient
Babylonians, had seven tiers up which
the votaries ascended to reach the
Temple of Enlil, the Godof Air, upon
the top. The first Egyptianyramid,
having sloping sides and
iuilt
by
Pharaoh Snefru, 2900 B.C., consisted
of seven stories. Each was aseparate
little structure placed upon the other,
and each succeeding one was slightly
smaller than the one before it, so the
whole was terraced and then the sides
were filled in to create the slope.
The early Gnostics, who sought salvation through knowledge alone, also
venerated the number seven. To them,
seven represented the four points of the
square, added to the three points of the
triangle. They symbolized this by
drawingthe squarewith the trian le
resting upon it, with point upward. &e
three points of the triangletothem
de icted the threenatures of man, as
bof;y, mind,and soul. Thefour oints
of the square represented the g n d a mental expressions or manifestations of
nature-fire, water, earth, and air.
Pythagoras, the Greek philosopher
and scientist. founder of the school of
mysticism in Cretona, Italy, also held
that the heptad, or numeral seven, was
worthy of veneration. I-Ie further declared it to be the most perfect of all
numerals, possiblybecause
he found
that in the cyclical phenomena of nature, things recurred often in periods of
seven. As applied to man, Pythagoras
The
Rosicrucian divided life intoten periods of seven
years each. Further,the Rosicrucian
mystics of the Middle Ages divided the
April
functioning of will andthe kinds of
1945
understanding into seven each.

The Substance of Man
The first of these seven steps to the
attainment of happiness is the understanding of substance-our substance
and
the
substance of other things.
Every man, each of us, is conscious that
he is. This self-consciousness is the
starting point for all else which we conceive to exist. Things exist to us only
because first
we
exist to ourselves.
Things are said to have a place in time
and to exist in space, because they revolve about us. We say that a thing is
there only because it is not of us, or
doesn’t seem to be within us. Again,
we say that something is past because
it is not in our immediate perception,
a part of our immediate resent consciousness. Takemankinaawayand
you thereby remove prooEof all of the
things which exist to him, because he
is the means by which they have existence. So consciousness, we must admit, is one of the great substances in
the universe.
Reality, of all themriad thin s of
which we are aware, raw and orm,
are mirrored within the depths of consciousness. Yet, consciousnessitself is
formless. There is no one thing which
represents it. There is nothing that we
can single out, point out, and say “that
consciousness.”
is
Consciousness,
in
fact, never realizes itself as only being
a single substance, as having a specific
limited nature. We are always aware
of self in a grosser substance which we
call body. In other words, when we are
aware of self, we are also aware that
self exists in another substance or vehicle. Now, this body, i n which consciousnessis resident, hasan affinity,
that is, a relationship to other
things.
In other words, we find in other things
a similarity to our own body, a certain
deDendence w o n common conditions
a$d a certaii similarfunctioning as
well. We, each of us, know that most
certainly we have not conceived all of
the images which are reflected in our
consciousness, of which we are aware.
Furthermore,we are uiteaware that
we did not conceive an\ create our own
consciousness, our own self-consciousness. So wemust conclude thatthe
human consciousness must be part of a
greater substance, of a stream or flow
of something of its own kind which
transcends it.
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We can then say that we have two
great parallels existing in the universe.
One is matter or being; and the other
is consciousness. We mustask ourselves,
can one exist without the other? Can
there beconsciousness without matter
in the universe, or can there be matter
without consciousness? And did one
originate the other? Has matter
come
out of consciousness, or has consciousness come out of matter? Or have they
both had a common creator or source?
If so, what is it like? It is apparent to
us that the primary being, the primary
source, if you will, must be more than
those energies or those forces of which
matter consists. It must be, for example, more than merely electricity,
magnetism, and light. We have said
that it is onlythrough consciousness
that such things have existence. Somethin without
a
mind to realize it,
whe s e r it is a human mind or otherwise, just couldn't be. Furthermore,
since consciousness is no one thing in
itself, consciousness must have something to mirror, something which it
can reflect or consciousness is not. Consequently, we may rcasorl that the primary source of all is neithermerely
consciousness, nor could it be just those
forces and ener 'es which we associate
with matter anfmaterial things. It is,
in fact, theunity of both. Forevery
state of being, or for that which has
motion, there must be a state of knowing, a state of consciousness.
That which has being, and which also
knows, is mind. Therefore, the first
substance, from which all things spring,
is absolute mind. If that is so, we
mortals, therefore, cannot rightly conceive God as being limited or constricted to any form. God could not be
of a form made of a material nature
alone. Furthermore, God is not conscious of Himself inany
particular
form, because His consciousnesscorresponds to no one form. Fromthis
conclusion, we cannot rightly conceive
that matteris entirely nonspiritual, that
it is devoid of all spiritual essence. We
cannot believe, as so many theologians
have expounded in the past, that matter
is base and corrupt, and that it should
bedespised or deprecated, that matter
hasfallen away fromahigherstate.
We must hold that for every divine expression as matter in theuniverse, there

is a corresponding divine consciousness
of i t - a n idea for each form. Therefore, God, as mind, as a primary substance exists in all things that we experience. God is in that which is the
grossest and most material of all thi s,
as well as in that which is said t x e
spiritual consciousness.
How Free Are Men?
The second step to this attainment in
life, this perfect and complete happiness,is liberation. Liberation concerns
the problem of freedom. Because we
choose each moment of the day, because
we select this and we select that, are
weactuallyfree?
Is it not quite possible that in makingour
numerous
choices, we are being subtly influenced
by conditions orthin s of whichwe
are not aware?Anatsolute
freedom
in naturewould be the greatest disaster
which
we
could imagine. It would
mean chaos. The order which we perceive in nature is dependent on its own
necessity. Thingscannot esca e their
order. Everything is compelleito conform to its changes, toits motion, of
which it is a part. As we look about
us, things in nature seem to deviate.
They seem to be at great variance with
each other. Thereare thingswhich
seem so far apart in their function and
form that itis almost impossible, superficially, to imagine any connection between them, and, yet,
at their bottom
all things are equal, because everything
innature conforms tocertain basic,
common laws. Is it not reasonable that
things which must he equal toeach
other in essence are therefore not free?
One mystichas said that liberty and
equality contradict each other, and yet
menare constantly pratin about the
libertyandequality
whic! theyare
simultaneously seeking. A complete
freedom would, in fact, create inequality, for that which is free will not obviously be restrained by any standards.
It will not be compelled to be equal to
any otherthing.
Conversely, a true
equality,
where
things
are
actually
equal to each other, does not permit of
anything such as liberty. A true equality would not permit anythingto deviate
from that which is equal.
The question often arises, where men
think separately or collectively, was
(Continued on Page 100)
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Holland, and
the
few
courtiers who accompanied him approached
the monastery near Cologne they rejoiced. The
deep silence of a winter
frost
surrounded
them.
The ground was frozen.
The keen atmosphere chilled their ears
while the heavyclouds above threatened
a further fall of snow. Withinthe
monastery halltheyantici
ated the
warmth of a blazing fire a n 8 expected
to find the tables spread with the feast
the monarch was to grace with his
presence.
They were disappointed. They found
no fires blazing in the hearth, and no
feast spread out on the table. Their
disappointment changed toastartled
perplexity whenthey saw the tables
prepared on the frozen snow without.
The madeno remarks, for they were
entyemen and gentlemen do not show
ksatisfaction with the hospitality provided for them.
So they drew their cloaks more close1 around their shoulders and seated
tiemselves on the cold chairs. When
lo! the snow melted and vanished, the
air became warm, foliage appeared on
the trees; the process of growth occuied but a few moments and was folrowed by
the
appearance of blossoms.
~ Birds were
~ singing. ;Bees buzzed
~ among
hone -laden flowers over which butterflies govered, displaying their gorgeous
mngs.The viands theythen partook
of were as delicious as any a monarch

had ever tasted. The wines were the
richest that Europe knew.
Thus did an alchemist entertain a

kin.

&r this was the monastery at which
resided Albertus Magnus, the great alchemist of the thirteenth cent
who was in possession of the p ilosoHe
pher’s stone.

”x

The Philosopher’s Stone
What is the
ilosopher’s stone?
? What does it do?
How is it obtaineifh
To answer these questions we must
turn to the alchemists themselves. We
must study the testimony and iastructions theyhave leftbehindfor
our
guidance. If we ourselves would possess the stone we had better learn from
their experience, perform the experiments they performed, tread the path
they trod of yore.
Fortunatelyour labours in this respect are very much lightened by the
atient industry and researches of the
fate A. E. Waite, from whose scholarly
work The Secret Tradition in Alchemy
the above legend is taken. Waite
seems to have read and closely studied
all the published works and available
manuscripts of every alchemist since
alchemy was taught in Egypt by Hermes the Thrice Great. He searched the
libraries of Paris, Rome, and London.
Even with this aid our task is no easy
~one.
~
~
~
This, then, is whatthe alchemists
say the Philosopher’s Stone is:
Roger
Bacon
calls it“The
Stone
which is no stone,’’ and says that it

~

consists of body, soul, and spirit. Juhannes de Rupecissa says, ‘For the
possessor it is a Divi;fle Science, an incomparable treasure.Erenaeus affirms
that, “the stone is gold digested to its
height of purityand perfection.” He
puzzles us thereforewhen in another
place he tells us that it is to be found
everywhere “even in a dunghill.”
George Ri le , regarded by Waite as
the most %e&ful of the English alchemists, also avers that the stone is to
be foundanywhere, L‘evenin me and
thee.” Paracelsus says thatit is first
blacker than the crow then whiter than
the swan, thirdly yellow, and finally
more red than blood. Jacob Boehme who
confesses, ‘‘I cannotmake
it myself
although I know something,” affirms
that,“The Stone isChrist-that
is to
say Christ the Spirit.” He says elsewhere that the Apostles, “wentabout
withthis
Stone in power and doing
miracles.” In another lace
he
calls
it the “Stone of which t ere is no end
to the virtue and glory.” A ain, “All
universities seek it but fin it not.”
Finally, “those that seek itfortheir
own gain, des ise it and cast it away.
None inquire or it”; he says, “if a man
light upon it he casteth it away as an
unprofitable thing” - yet, apparently
contradicting himself, “All the great
ones and the wiseseek it.” It is very
puzzling after thistobe
told inthe
same epistle thatit is, “averydark
disesteemed stone, of agre
colour.”
Mrs. Atwood, a writer on a chemy in
the middle of the nineteenth century
though not herself an alchemist, gives it
as her opinion that the Stone is “a real
enti -both objective and subjective.”
In et
TurbaPhilosophorum, which
Berthelot, theFrenchwriter
on alchemy, considered one of the most ancient works on the subject, we are told
that the Stone is ‘:yhite, volatile, concave, hairless, cold.
Having learned whatthe stone is,
before we set out on our quest to obtain it, it is only wise to consider the
difficulties and dangers and disappointments endured by those who have preceded us. The quest of the Philosopher’s Stone, like the quest of the Holy
Grail, judged from their ex eriences,
would appear to be no simp e search.
Indeed we sometimes cannot feel quite
sure whether we ought to search for it
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tomake it; butwhetherthe
searc
Or
ed or whether they
experimenteJ
alchemists of past centuries have spent
notmerely hours, butliterallyyears
intheir studies ortheir laboratories,
or on journeys in search of an instructor.
Nicholas Flamel, for instance, was a
humble citizen of Paris who earned a
livelihood by writing for others, chiefly
writing up accounts and checking up
the ex enses of students. One day, apparent& by chance, he purchased an
oldbook
entitled Abraham the Jew.
But he could not read the book. His
continued efforts and failuresto decipher the symbols, for he soon became
awarethathehadin
his keeping a
valuable work on transmutation, caused
himto become so depressed that his
wife, Perrenelle, asked him the reason.
He showed her the book. She became
as fascinated with it as he was. She
failed, however, to interpret it.

The Lonely Search
Flamel copied the symbols and hung
them in his work room. Anyonewho
remarked on the strange hieroglyphics
was invited to interpret them, after being told that they were copied from a
book concerning the Philoso her’s stone.
No one he1 d Flamel. &st of them
mocked at rim. Astudent, however,
made some
suggestions.
This caused
Flamel to set off on a series of false
scents extending over a period of
twenty-one years. In just the same
way, among searchers today, many an
aspirant for initiation has wasted time
in pseudo-occult
societies.
These exeriences test the candidate’s sincerity.
bespairing of success along the road
Flamel decided to seek for some learned
Jew, devout Christian though he himself was. Thereupon he assumed the
pilgrim’s garb and staff, made a vow to
Almighty God, and set out onhis search.
On hs journey he made acquaintance
with learned
a
Jewish doctor. He
showed him a copy of the mystic symbols. The Jew gave a start of surprise.
Could he not see the book, it was most
valuable and one generally supposed
to be lost? Flamel promised to show
him the book if he would interpret the
hieroglyphics. They had nearlyreached
home and the doctor had unravelled all
the enigmas except one; but that one

was the most important; Then he fell
ill and died. Flamel buried him, asked
God to keep his soul, com leted his
journey home, and resumed
lonely
searching.
He was rewarded. “By the grace of
God,” he says, “and the intercession of
the holy and Blessed Virgin I gained
that which I desired.”
Legend has it that many a hospital
was founded and many churches were
endowed by Flamel and
Perrenelle
after they had discovered the secret of
secrets. They were depicted on an arch
in Paris on their knees, the one before
apicture of St. James of Spain, the
other before St. John, their respective
patron saints, giving thanksfortheir
great achievement.
Other Seekers
Other seekers have had similar and
evengreater difficulties. Few seem to
haveattainedillumination
untilthey
reached advanced years. There were
quacks and crooks about in those days
as in these. A seeker, say in Naples,
would be told the required equipment
could be obtained in Cologne. It was,
however, very expensive. With much
difficulty, perhaps after selling, or
mort aging, or borrowing, the seeker
woulj raise the necessary money, only
to find the equi ment was no more
serviceable than &at which he already
possessed. Or he might take a long and
expensive journey, as some do now, in
search of a nonexistent Master.
Bernard, Compte de la Marche Trevisan, is another example. He started
the quest when only fourteen years of
age. Waite says, “he wassurrounded
by retended philosophers who, finding im rich and zealous, roffered the
secret.” The secret whicihadthey
possessed it, they would have had no
need of his money. He experimented in
artnership witha monk. They rectiged spirits of wine more thanthirty
times, “till they could not find glasses
strong enough to hold it.” Their experiments cost nearlythreehundred
crowns and proved futile. Still the
Compte Trevisan
de
did not despair.
~Duringthe ~ next fifteen
i years he~ endeavoured vainly to congeal, dissolve
or sublime salt, sulphur, mercury,
and
many other chemical substances. These
experiments cost about six thousand
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florins. He seems once or twice to have
despaired of success and discontinued
his efforts, only to resume them subsequently. The next experiment in itself
occupied five years. He was now middle a ed, but yet hecontinued. This
time e and a partner urchased two
thousand hens’ e gs, boJed them hard
and peeled off t f e shells. These and
otherexperiments occupied a further
eight years. Their onl result was a
fever
which
rostrate{ Trevisanfor
fourteen m o n t s . Restored tohealth,
he renewed his efforts. He journeyed
to Germany to make contact with a
priest who, he was assured, was in
possession of the Stone. He was not.
Then he travelled to S ain, Italy, England, Scotland, Hollanrf Germany, and
spentseveralyears
in Egypt, Persia,
and Palestine, ever in search of the
magic stone.
To cover the expenses of these travels
the Compte sold an estate yielding an
annual income of eight thousand florins.
He was now sixty-two and poverty
seemed to be his lot for the remainder
of his life. He tried to hide himself on
the Island of Rhodes, being somewhat
ashamed of hisfailures
and overty.
He could not, however, desist t o m his
efforts. He again borrowed ei h t thousand florins and recommence! experimentin . I n three years these funds
had folyowed in the wake of their predecessors. He could not further experiment for he had spent all his fortune
and could not even borrow. Therefore
he studied. At the end of a further
eight years, when he was seventy-three
years of age, after some sixty years of
strivings and failings and falls, he is
said to have achieved the object of his
desires. He possessed the Stone of the
Philosophers. Surely he deserved it.
After that, in tune with the true tradition of the ade ts, he disappears from
history and we ear no more of him.

fl
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In the Laboratories
Now let us learn, if we can, from the
successful alchemists how the Stone is
obtained. Ro er Bacon tells us to,
“Take salt a n f r u b i diligently
t
in water
andpurify
it i n~ otherwaters.”
~
~ Ani
other instructor tells us that, “He who
makes the Red Earth black andthen
white has found the Mastery.” In the
(Continued onPage 102)
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Aum

-Om -Amen

THE REAL NATURE OF THESE MYSTIC WORDS
By DR.H. SPENCERLEWIS,F. R. C.
(From Rosicrucian Digest, April, 1935)
the mystic words
found in the teachings,
rituals, and symbolism of
the various mystical and
philosophical schools of
the Onent and the Occident, the words Aurn,
Om, and Amen are most
frequently used and most
generally recognized.
But the average student of mysticism
in the Occident knows little, indeed,
about eitherthe origin ornature of
these words.. In the Rosicrucian rituals
and teachings these words are rightly
applied to certain principles, and correctly associated with certain laws.
Perhaps of allthe
various mystical
bodies in the Occident, the Rosicrucians
use these words more precisely in their
mystical studies and principles. However, from the uestions that occasionally come to us rom members and nonmembers who readour literature and
magazines, it is apparent that there is
still some unnecessarymystery
surrounding these words, and it may be
helpfulto touch upon this subject in
greater detail.
Very few of the Christians inthe
Occidental world who use the word
Amen (pronounced a-men) seem to
realize that they are using a very ancient mystical word, and that their use
of it is more or less incorrect and most
certainly misunderstood. And,strange
to say, very few Christians know that
Jesus Himself was called “The Amen”
? ALL
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as revealed in a passage in the Christian
Bible. This illustrates how mystical
words may be attachedtoritualism
without a correct understanding of their
and how such
use, ortheirnature,
words may be continued in use through
man centuriesasa
mere formality.
InciLntally, it may be said that in the
Christian
ritualism
and ceremonies
there are many mystical, Oriental, and
even pagan elements that were adopted
by the early Christians and have come
down through the ages with an entirely
erroneous application and with a complete elimination of the beautiful mystical power that could be derived from
a correct use, andan understanding
application of them.
It may not be apparent at first to the
average student of m sticism that these
words Aum, Om, anJAmen are identical except in spelling or linguistic nature. In each case the “m” sound is of
extreme importance, and in pronouncing the words it should not only be emphasized but prolonged. The ‘Lo’’and
the “au” and the “a” are almost identical in sound, andin mystical ceremonies in the Orient are pronounced in
the tone and pitch of the musical note
A in the first octave above Middle C.
The word Amen should be pronounced
as though it were spelled “Amn,” or
really “Am,” and as one syllable rather
than two. If it were spelled “Ahmn” we
would be able to pronounce it more correctly for the “a” should have a fairly
broad sound given to it.

Undoubtedly, hundreds of books have
been written,andmany hundreds of
secret manuscriptsprepared,
dealing
with these three words, or with theroot
of them.For the root sound is more
easily recognized by English-speaking
people inthe form of Aum. Those
familiar wit.h the Christian religion will
recall the passage in theChristian Bible
which states that Lcin the
beginning was
the Word; and theWord was with God,
andthe Word was God.” Andthere
are other references not onlyinthe
Christian Bible but in the sacred writings of other lands, relatin to the fact
that this word was made esh at one
time or another in the past, and may be
made a living word again. It is interesting to know that m nearly every
spoken lan age of the world there is
a sound t g t is equivalent to Aunz
or Om.
It is interesting to note, also, that
almost the first sound that every babe
makes in its attempts to express itself
or reveal its inner emotions by sound
is that which is caused by the pronunciation of the letter “m.” In all of the
sacred chants of the East, two sounds
are more often repeated and used in
connection with various ideas expressed
in amysticalmanner:
these arethat
of “au” or “ah,” and the “m” sound.
I n our secret teachings themeanin
of the “m”sound is made very plainan!
is significantly revealed. The sound of
“ah” or the broad sound “a” is almost
universally a sound of adoration or of
awesome enthusiasmrepresenting the
expression of ecstasy of the soul and
mind. It isused, therefore, inmany
chants and sacred utterances to ex ress
adoration, and insuch cases isuse in a
rolonged tone of “ah” to the note of the
geyboard mentioned amoment ago.
Ri ht here theinvestigator might say
that %e would like to know why some
other sounds such as “oh” often used
in the English language to ex ress surprise or confusion, or other fetters of
the alphabet such as ‘P’ or “e” or “i,”
are not used for mystical purposes, or
made to represent the word “that was
The
in the beginning.” May I say
in
an~~~i~~~~~~ swertothis natural question that the
combination of “ah” and“m” repreDigest
sents in its perfect and correct pronounApril
ciation a rate of vibration that is filled
1945
with creative, Divine power that brings
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immediate attunement with the Cosmic
forces. It should be kept in mind that
man discovered these words and did not
invent them. Whether we classify this
discover as a result of Divine revelation or ‘rom experiments onthe partof
the sincere seeker, the factremains that
man did not arbitrarily select the sounds
of “ah” and “m” but found that of all
the sounds he could utter these were
associated definitely and positively with
Divine and creative power that produced certain effects within his being
and within his aura around him. The
mere fact that in many different countries widely separated and out of contactwithoneanother,
the natives in
ancient times independently adopted the
similar sounds intheir
rituals and
chanting, for the same purpose, most
certainly proves that there is a power
and a quality inthese particular vowels
and in their uttered sound that cannot
be found in other words.
As I amreparingthis
article my
radio is tunefto a soft musical rogram
which is suddenly interruptexby the
spiritualsinging of some negroes who
are emphasizing some of their old-time
songs known as “spirituals.” Without
the least analytical effort I notice the
constant repetition of the “ah” and“m”
sound intheir
son s, andthevery
noticeable prolonged umming sound of
the “m,” oftendrawnout
togreat
length by a few of the voices while the
others emphasize the “ah” sound. It is
generally recognized in the Occident
that the negro spiritual songs contain a
spiritualelement andqualitythatat
times appears to be uncanny, and certainly mystical. Many persons think
that this is something that is native to
the American negroes, whereas in fact
it is an inheritance from their African
forebears, and this in turn is a part of
the universal, Oriental, Eastern ritualism that is so widespread among foreign nations and peoples. In these
sounds ofAum-Om-Amen
we have
vibrations of the highest quality of Cosmic power and consciousness,
In many othermysticalnames and
words we have some of this quality
hidden or concealed. I refer to such
words, for instance, as Rama,Padme,
Omar, and similar words.
In attempting to pronounce these
words you will notice that littlephysical
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effort is required, and that a very peace- store, securing one which will give the
fuland relaxed attitude of the body “a” sound, or a tuning fork that will
and mind can be maintained while us- do so. If there is a musical instrument
ing them, and that this relaxed condi- in the house it will be a valuable help
tion enables the entire body to be bene- to practice this word with the correct
fited by the sound vibrations which set note on the instrument for a number
UD a condition of attunementwiththe
of days until one becomes trained in
c o r r e c t l y determin~Iosmicalmost immeingtheright
pitch
diately. Inthe Sanand tone.
skrit grammar we
learn much about
Analyzing the
these sounds, andit
word “awn” as the
should be kept in
more correct of the
mindthatthe
Santhree syllables, we
skrit
lan
age was
find that each of the
probably g e first one
three letters composin which the mystiing it hasa
power
Cities,just a# peo le, haveoutcal words were first
and mystical importstandin Chara~tsri8t~8,
or personassociated with ideas
ance
of its own. The
ality. 8or this reasoh somecities
“ I,
are knownbvvariousnames.
W e
in a definite manner,
a sound is
associare presentin- a few Our authority
AMEBIC~N
is
NiCKNAMES
by
and regulated in their
ated withthe basic
Shankle.
application. In
the
powers of the psychic
0 The
Forest
City.
Cleveland
Sanskrit langua e the
nature,and
of the
named thus because of its great
number of beautifulshade trees.
combination o f “a”
physical body and
0 The City of the Saints. Salt Lake
and ‘Lu’’ is equivaphysical world. For
City-it is the site of the Mormon
this reason wefind
lent to
dipthong
a
Templethechurchbeintechnically known as The Church of
the “a” is often aspronounced as
the
theLatter-DaySaints.
is pronounce3 in
sociated in mystical
The
Flour
City.
Minneapo\isthe
eatest
flour
manufacturing
ritualism
with
the
other languages, and
city % the United Slates.
following expressions
this “o” has the same
0 TheCity
of Personality.Cincinsound as “ah”
or
or ideas: Brahma,
nati-characterized by the charm
of its natural
scenery
and
Its
“auh.” The correct
Father, Harmony,
civic pride, foatered by a citizenship composed to agreatextent
pronunciation of the
Omnipresence. T h e
of those who love
artculture
sound has an imme“u” soundcomes
and
civic
excellence
Ghich
th;
city is said to reflect:
from the center of
diate effect through
0 TheCityofOneHnhdred
Hills.
the sound channels
the psychic body and
San
Francisco-it
was
founded
u onaaeries
of hills many of
of the
mouth
and
is very closely related
w%ich have now bee’n
graded
to the pituitaryand
head, upon the pituidown.
pineal glands. It has
tary and pineal
a very definite effect
lands, and even the
upon them. But this
&yroid. These effects
is not true if the “u”
are transferred psp0 The
Cityof
Beautiful Chnrchos.
chicallythrough the
Louisville K
is
alone
beautiful ’ e d i& g ‘ : o r %e li~ u ~
sympathetic nervous
an separately as i n
worship(estimated at 266).
system to all of the
the English language
0 The
City
of Brotherly
Love.
Philadelphia-a
liberal
translapsychic centers and
where we pronounce
tion of the
Greek
noun from
is deriveb.
whichthename
plexuses of thehuit like the word you.
man body.
When associated with
the letter “a” as “ah”
It is for this reason
that themystic in private, relaxed medi- the “u” should be very soft and in the
tation often begins his period of Cosmic form of “00,” as in the En lish word
attunementbythe
repetition of this “mood.” This gives you t i e double
mystical word either as “aum”or “om,” sound of “ahoo” with the accent on the
repeating it slowly ten or twelve times, “ah,” andthe “ah” sound drawnout
and always trying to strike the correct slightly and ending with the sound of
musical pitch. In this connection it is “00.” The letter “u” in this tone and
well for those who wish to experiment manner of a plication is associated in
more extensively with the word to se- ancient r i t u a i with the words Vishnu,
(Continued on Page 96)
cure a little pitch pipe at some music
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Temple Echoes
By PLATONICUS,
F. R. C.

Soror Lewis has served with distinction,
abilit
as a
beloved wife of the late love, loyalty, and high
Imperator of AMORC, member of the Supreme GranJLodge
Dr. H. Spencer Lewis, (or executive council) of the Order.
Among Soror Lewis' happiest memowas born in Brooklyn,
New York, daughter of ries are those of the five trips abroad
on which she accom anied her disSimon J. andMargaret
Morfier. Her FrenchHu- tinguished husband. &er first trip to
enot ancestry includes Europe in 1926 included fruitful jourEngland, France, BelGeneral Josepf?Morphier, who gained neysthrough
military fame in the Napoleonic wars. gium, Germany,and Central Europe,
contacting lodges and leaders of the
Aftergraduation
fromthe
elphi Rosicrucians and other arcane organischools of Brooklyn and the At;ublic
Academy, Soror Lewis entered the busi- zations, conducting research and obness world as private secretary to a New tainingrare manuscri tsand arcana
They visited
York lawyer. In the same Manhattan for the American wor!.
skyscraper were the officesof
Harve Toulouse, in southernFrance,where
Spencer Lewis, thenan enterprising, seventeen years earlier Dr. Lewis had
successful advertising executive. The received his memorable initiations.
In 1929 and 1937 Dr. and Mrs. Lewis
young couple were marriedinJune,
1914, some three years after their first conducted membershiptoursthroughout the Mediterranean counties, with
acquaintance.
As all students of AMORC history many American members participating.
know, in 1909 Dr. Lewis had received In 1934 Dr. Lewis was signally honored
Rosicrucian initiation in France, and and acclaimed by the traditional esothe authority to re-establish the Order teric and occult societies of Europe,
in America. In 1914 plans for announc- organized intothe FUDOSI, or Uniingthe Order were accelerated, with versal Federation of Initiatory Orders
and Societies. Soror Lewis became a
Soror Lewis assistin her husband as a
close co-worker an!,
in fact, as co- member of the international governing
body of the FUDOSI and received
founder of the Organization.
In February, 1915, a few days before among other honors, along with Dr.
the first meeting of the American Su- Lewis, the highest degree of the Tradipreme Council, Soror Martha Lewis tional Martinist Order.
Soror Lewis describes in a fascinatwas honored by becoming the first
person to cross the Threshold of AMORC ing way herfirst contact, in 1934, with
in this country. She was initiated per- Sar Hieronymous, the Rosicrucian Imsonally by
Dr.
Lewis into
the
sacred perator of Europe. An exceedingly bemysteries of the First Temple Degree. nign, venerable, and wonderful personality, his life is shrouded in such
From that moment to the present
day,
ARTHA RAY MORFIER LEWIS,

The
Digest
April
1945
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secrecy that very little is known of his
worldly pursuits, name, family, or profession. Naturally, Soror Lewis is well
acquaintedwith the European dignitaries of the FUDOSI, including Raymund Andrea of England, andthe
French and Belgian authorities.
The passing of Dr. Lewis in 1939
was an extremely heavy blow to Soror
Lewis, which the lapse of six years has
only begun to soften. For many years
they had lived in abeautiful and inspiring relationship, such as is
only to those who have c l i m d z
heights of mystical unfoldment.
Her ha pmess is now princi ally
found in rightening the lives o her
four children and four grandchildren,
and in serving AMORC and the RoseCroix Research Institute
and
Sanitarium, of which she was elected president in 1939.
Soror Martha Lewis is a veryinteresting and lovable combination of
traitsand abilities. She is loving and
generous almost to a fault, and is continually helping and benefiting others,
often secretly. Her sensibilities are
naturally patrician and, like the mystic
St. Martin, she moves with ease in the
highest circles of society, at home or
abroad. Her son, Ralph, Imperator of
AMORC, values her experience and
judgment very highly, and frequently
consults her on matters of prime importance.
An interesting sidelight of her personalitv is that she is what mieht be
termed a “natural psychic”; that%, she
possesses innate psychic sensitivity
which has been further developed by
years of Rosicrucian study and contact.
Occasionally, for friends or members of
her family in her own home she will
sychometrize” or demonstrate the art
o vibroturgy, often with remarkable
results. Some years ago she held in her
hand a gold rin belonging to the
writer, andprocee ed to descnbe in detail his mother, living in a distant city,
whom she hadnevermet.She
also
described the main features of the appearance of the mother’s living room.
The passing of the years have scarcely dimmed her ersonal loveliness, attractiveness, a n i charm; middle life
finds her buoyant and radiantly filled
with hopes and plans for theyears
ahead. AMORC is justly proud of its
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firstlady, whose life and work have
paralleled so closely the expanding m i s sion of the organization, and to whom
so many look for friendship, inspiration,
and wise counsel.
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The Advanced School of Psychical
is very interested in
tional cases of
you have
interesting
accounts from
service men overseas, or have heard
evidential testimonies by men at home
on leave, please send a brief summary
of the facts involved, totheTemple
Echoes Editor, in care of this magazine.
Apparitions-both of the livin and the
dead, rojections, telepathy, tcfekinesis,
even evitation-these and other phenomena of aremarkable naturemay
occur in times of crisis, and we would
like to have additional verified cases in
our fides for research purposes.
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*

The idea of renunciation, or renouncingthe world and its evils, exerts a
powerful appeal upon the mystical student at a certain stage in his development.The
calm and seclusion of a
monastery or hidden retreat suddenly
become very desirable, and it is an effort to tread the beatenpaths of life.
The wickedness and venalitypresent in
human society become oppressive, and
one desires to flee from such infamous
association.
Happily, the mystic usually catches
his balance in time and learns to walk
theway of moderation between the
antithetical ideals of detachment and
participation. True it is that the mystic
is always in this world, yet never comletely of it. He is led to action, to the
{ischarge of his responsibilities, to the
provision for his famly anddependents,
to the effort forcommunity,national,
and world improvement. Yet withal, a
part of him(orher)
is always functionin and
obsenin
from
higher
groun!, acquiescing in &e demands and
needs of temporality, yet knowing that
the material world is drama
a
of
shadows, and that Light and the sweetest consolations of bemg, lie in a world
that is above, beyond, and within.
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The “Cathedral of the Soul” is a Gsmic meeting place for all minds of the
most highly developed and spiritually advanced members and workers of the
Rosicrucianfraternlty. It isafocalpoint
of Cosmicradiationsandthought
wavesfromwhichradiatevibrations
of health,peace,happiness,andinner
awakening.Variousperiods
of thedayare
set asidewhenmanythousands
of minds are attuned with the Cathedral of the Soul, and others attuning with
the Cathedral at the time will receive the benefits of the vibrations. Those who
are not members of the organization may share in the unusual benefits as well
as those who are members. The book called “Liber 777“ describes the periods
forvariouscontactswiththeCathedral.
Copies will be sentto persons who
are not members if they address their requests for this book to Friar S. P. C.,
care of AMORC Temple, San Jose, California, enclosing three cents in postagc
stamps. (Please state whether member or not-this is important.)

SOULCONSCIOUSNESS
has learned to think of each of us is so individually familiar,
nsciousness asa state is localized in the brain, and our deof awareness made up of pendence upon our objective consciousmany different factors. ness causes us to develop habits of
This consciousness,weare thought and action which center our
taught, is associated with entire concept of thought withinthe
the brain. Thebrain is limitations of this objective mind,
an intricate organ which,
Regardless of the scope and limitainthestate
of develop- tions of thebrainand
objective conment we find in man,is one of the most sciousness, there is a consciousness
important hysical factors thatemits
deeper andmore profound thanthat
man to afvance himself and
out- whlch we constantly associate with the
atthe head of the created brain.This consciousness is more extensive than the expanse or possibility
living t ings.
The brain, however, is a physical of physical perception. Its possibilities
The
thing, and like all things of a material of understanding, knowledge, andin~ ~ ~ i ~ ,nature,
. , , ~while
i ~ having
~
its scope of func- spiration are more profound than the
tion and purpose, is also subject to the most intricate knowledge which can be
DigeJt
limitations as are all material things. obtained in the scope of a lifetime. It
April
It is our general belief that the state of is the root of hope and inspiration. It
consciousness, or awareness, with which is the guiding light, which, while within
1945
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standint

us, radiates from that center through ples of good, peace, love, justice, and

other positive evidences of man’s progress and growth. The manifestation of
t h i s soul consciousness is not, however,
entire1 confined to social relationships.
IninJvidualsit
underlies, and toa
certain degree, is that part of us which
motivates the expression of ourbetter
and higher selves. This is because in
these de ths of minds so closely related
to the Bi-e,
we come closer to the
nature which really expresses our true
bein regardless of our physical actions
or8jective
opinions andourusual
hopes and desires. All of us more or
less mask ourtrue selves. Thisreal
self is within and reaches through any
physical idea or actions tbat may be an
outward manifestation.
It is withinthe soul consciousness
that we find our basis for ima ‘nation.
Without imagination life woulfbe drab
and without incentive. It is onlyone
of the keys or sources which make possible the realization of hope and the
facing of adverse circumstances with a
view of abetterlife and timeahead.
By the upholding of ideals based upon
the inner urge of the self within, we
can strivetoward
theattainment
of
happiness andthe
well-being which
comes fromamore
complete understanding andadjustment to environment. So it is that we find within this
soulconsciousness the impetus to seek
and to strive for what we conceive as
a fuller and better life. It is the source
for quickening the faculties for genuine
curiosity-not
an idle curiosity that
merely seeks to answer a question, but
a curiosity that causes man to wonder
and ask to know that which may be
immediately beyond his grasp or understanding. The essayist, Maeterlinck,
once wrote: “We all, unknown to ourselves, live inthe expectation of the
extraordinary; and, when it comes, it
moves us much less than did the ex. It is as thougha sort of
igherinstinct,which
knows everything andis not ignorant of the miracles
that hang over our heads, were reassuring us in advance and helping us to
make an easy entrance into the re ’ons
of thesupernatural.There
is noging
to which we grow accustomed more
readily than to the marvelous; and it
is only afterwards, upon reflection, that
our intelligence, which knows hardly
r 95 1

us and even outside, and gives man
coura e and hope when all else seems
to faif
The nature of this soul consciousness
is even less understood than that of our
objective consciousness. Even when we
define objective consciousness in terms
of brain, we are resortin to the usual
attempt upon the part o f man to link
nonmaterial thin s with the material,
but while even o%jective consciousness
cannot be limited to a material factor,
soul consciousnessis even further removed from anything of a material
nature. It is a part of thenature of
God, a segment of the ultimate reality
in that it partakes of no part of the
transitory phase of material things.
Soul consciousness, therefore, does not,
even in the ordinarily accepted sense,
parallel the objective mind of man.
There have been those who have
recognized aninner consciousness as
separate from that of the physical nature of man, and attemptsto ex lain
the mind and body relationships Rave
only resorted to the idea that the more
profound recesses of mind are a process
that parallels physical functions and in
some unknown way seem to affect each
other. If two things which are different
cannot be of the same source or nature,
neither can they affect each other, if we
are to accept the fundamental law of
physics, which teaches that onlylike
thingscanhave
an effect uponeach
other.
Soul consciousness, regardless of how
we may compare it to the objective consciousness,is more subtle, it underlies
our brain consciousness, and when we
attempt to analyze it, it seems evasive
and difficult to observe. It escapes the
analysis of our objective senses as well
as the most profound introspection,
Nevertheless, soul consciousness is a
source of all true value, and as a common attribute of thehuman race it
underlies and manifests through all
ideals for the formation of those moral
and ethical values which the highest
advancement of thehumanracehas
upheld. It is from this consciousness
that menhave been brought collectively
and individually, to some extent, to behold and strive for the manifestation
of those ideals, incorporating the princi-

rtation

anything, appreciates the magnitude of
certain phenomena.”
Maeterlinck refers to this striving on
the part of man as a sort of higher instinct, which might well be a term that
we could apply to the nature of this
soul consciousness. He attempts to show
that we soon become accustomed to that
which may have seemed marvelous or
unusual. I believe the explanationto
this lies in the fact that, as the old sage
once said, “There is nothing new under
the sun.” We might add that there is
nothing new to the soul consciousnessthe consciousness of God. True, experiences are new to our brain consciousness, to our objective realization and we
may be intrieed or interested in a new
revelation, but soon the knowledge
possessed by this inner state of consciousness gradually reveals its prior
knowledge of what wethoughtwe
might have discovered as new, and its
newness wears off; its appeal as an unusual thing becomes secondary.
It would seem queer that the analysis, reason, and general thinking process
of our everyday lives take place in the
objective mind. This mind is the mind
we educate and cultivate. In the infant
it is almost empty, or as a plain sheet
of paper upon which words can be writtenbut have not yet appeared. It is,

v
AUM-OM-AMEN

then,
a
marvelous instrument upon
which experience engraves our ordinaril y accepted individualities.
An individuality which is takenon
the outside as the real “I” is in reality
one which can be modified by circumstances, by emotions, or even by change
of appearance in
the
sical sense.
The real personality t at constitutes
what we are, lying dormant within the
inner mind, seeks to influence the recording of experience and is constantly
a partner in all our activities whether
we realize it or not. It is the source of
conscience that seems, from our earliest
memories, to guide us in rightand
wrong. It is the knowledge, as we have
pointed out, that tends- to makenew
things lose the glamour of newness,
We are, in a sense, greater than we
may think if we only realize that these
inner potentialities arethereand can
be used. So while we cannot think in
the recesses of our inner consciousness,
we are constantly directed and inspired
to direct our efforts and knowledge
toward the achievement of thatstate
where wecan raise our awareness above
the level of our day by day thinking,
to that plane of knowledge and wisdom
which has been accumulated through
the ages withinthe consciousness of
the soul.

thy
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mind,light, and omnipotence. When
we add the sound of “m” we are drawing upon the vibrations from the tip of
the tongue, so to speak, and bringing
the other two toouter expression. By
prolonging the “m” into along humming sound at the end of a word, we
are adding the significance of “m”
whichhas always been associated in
ancient literature with the Holy Ghost,
with spirit, love, the psychic body, Siva,
the dream state, passivity, and omniscience.
Analyzing all of these facts we see
at once that the word is, after all, anThe
name for
Rosicrucian otherand averyuniversal
God,
or the Almighty. This is why in
Digest
the early Christian literature Jesus was
April
referredtoas “The Amen.” Instantly
1945
we realize thatthe use of the word

(Continued from Page 91)

“Amen” inthe
ProtestantChristian
churches at the end of prayers or glorious expressions to mean “so mote it be”
is erroneous.
These mystical words of Aum, Om,
and Amen should always be used very
reverently, as thoughone were handling
or touching one of the most sacred s p bols of Divinity. They are not magic
words (as some other words used in
Oriental, mystical literature to bring a
sense of protection and guardianship in
times of emergency), nor are they
curative or therapeutic words to be used
in pain andsuffering; but purelyDivine
words to bring about Cosmic attunement, and at-onement with God in the
highest spiritual sense, and only for a
Holy purpose should they be used.
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THE MYSTIC PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE

BY THOR
KIIMALEHTO, Sovereign Grand Master
Khilosophyis
the philosop y of life. It
is mysticism a plied to
daily living.
is the
true mysticism, not the
spurious imitation promulgated by sleight-ofhand artists. Mysticism is
the oldest system of philosophy in the world. It is also the most
widespread s stem of philosophy. It
has had its aiherents in every age and
among every people. I n China it is
known as Taoism. I n India it is known
as Buddhism. Inthe European countries it is known as Theoso hy. Among
the Jews it is known as KaBalistic Judaism or Chassidic Judaism.
Mysticism recognizes the God Withinand is therefore close1 relatedto
religion, whether it is a reEgion of unfounded belief, or an inner realization
of Godhood. Every religion has its inner circle andits secret teachings. A
study of all the great religions of the
world reveals thefact thattheinner
teachin s of all the great religions are
ractichy identical. The different re&-ions are like the many mansions in
our Father's house. The inner teaching
in each one is the Divine Wisdom, the
truth that God revealed t o each people
through His prepared and chosen ministers, the Avatars. Such men were Zarathustra, Buddha, Moses, and Jesus.
The mystic philosophy is theonly
one that has stood the test of time. It
is the only one that appeals to both
~SICRUCIAN

head and heart. It is the only one that
answers every question that may arise
in the mind of man. It is the only one
that satisfies every human need. It is
the onlyone that ex lains adequately
the world as it is, a n 1 life as we know
it. It is the most inspiring of hiloso!hies in the grand vistas unroied beore our vision andthe glorious consummation of illumination and divine
union open toevery member of the
human family.
Other
philoso hies,
such as the Stoic, the Epicurean, lcientific Pessimism, and Scientific Materialism, are limited in scope andunappealing to many temperaments. Besides, with eater knowledge they become inva1idZM. Stoicism,for example,
lacks joy, warmth,and
enthusiasm.
Epicureanism ignores the discipline of
grief and suffering. Pessimism sees
only thedark
cloud. Scientific materialism, based upon nineteenth century science, collapsed with thenew trend
of scientific thought in thepresent
century.
I shallexplain thetrue difference
between mysiicism and occultism, as it
may not be clear to all of you. The
mystic deals with the God Within, and
he mounts by aspiration and the most
intense devotion to the Gml Within.
The occultist deals with God in outer
manifestation, andhe works through
divine
understanding of naturaland
laws among men-both meet and blend
through the deveiopment of mind. No
worldlyorganization has a monopoly
r 97 7

on Truth.,Truth is divine and uni- service. The illuminated soul-expresversal. If we have eyes to see and ears sion knows his place in the world. He
that hear, if we are calm and listen to knows his place in the divine scheme of
the still, small voice of our soul, we things. Since his mission is divine, God
can absorb Truth from the ve atmos- is within him. Since he is an accepted
ere and from the world a out us. member of the Brotherhood, he has the
cooperation of the Brotherhood. He
very event in nature, every incident
in the life of man, every personal ex- works withunerring sureness of aim
perience is a lesson in Truth. As Shake and purpose because intuition guides
him. He throws the whole force of his
speare said:
rsonality into his task, because he
"And this our life, exempt from
g o w s that his task is part of the divine
public haunt,
plan. He knows that there must be r e
Finds tongues in trees, books
sults even though he sees them not.
in running brooks,
Since he is working in harmony with
Sermons in stones, and good in
the universe, all the forces of the unieverything."
verse flow into him, giving him youth,
No fixed abode is necessary for the pur- strenph, ower and inspiration. An
suit of Truth. God may be ap roached illurnmate3 soul-expression is an outHe
anywhere andeverywhere. Co or, race, standingpersonalityamongmen.
creed, nationality or social class are has the power of appeal. He enters
meanin less in the e es of God. Every readily into the lives of all who need
human cing is a sod-expressionon the him. He interprets readily the ins ira
path of evolution. Differences of race, tion of God through his chosen m&um
creed, color, and social class are merely of expression. He is a pen in the hand
forms through which the personality of God. And yet hc is not a mere echo
functions. They are like the exercise- nor a passive instrument. The average
ground on which the body is being human being is like opaque glass. Little
trained. A personality, however, in- of the divine can express through him.
The illuminated human being is like
stead of patientlywaiting for timeto
clear glass. The divine light shines brilsweep him very gently and
to the foot of the mountain t%g"td;l,",'&" liantly through him. The divine flame
beto illuminationcantake
the steeper burns steadily in his heart.He
road to the summit and finish the re- comes a distinct and gifted personality.
God manifests through us, but it rests
quired course for this period of evoluwith us to give life and expression to the
tion centuries sooner.
What is the reward? Freedom, glori- God in us. We must provide the chanous freedom. Freedom to serve God nels through which God can express
andManintheway
most congenial himself. All the energy of the universe
is around us. We can have anything of
and inspiring to him. He is likea
prince returned to his kingly father. good that we desire, but it must first
He is like the heir who comes into his go through the consciousness of our inner feeling. We put upresistance to the
own. He is like the bride whohas
good, because wecannot believe that
found her groom.
It may seem strange that I compare good is so easily available. We put up
man to a b r i d e b u t such is the mystic opposition to the good, because we feel
truth.
The
soul-expression of every that it can only come to us after a hard
human being is to the God-force as a struggle, disappointment, and pain; and
bride is to the groom. The hour of il- we add worry, fear, hate, and envy into
lumination is the hour of union of the the bargain. Wecertainly cannot expersonality with the God Within. Until pect any good from such thinking and
the hour of illumination, he gropes and feeling.
There is in everyone of us a Master
blunders. He does not possess discrimiThe
nation. He has not completely mastered Within thatwe must wake up.We have
times inour
~~~i~~~~.~ the lower self. With illumination comes illustrated thismany
greater mastery of the lower self, surer teachings; how you keep this master in
Digesf
knowledge of things divine, a greater chains and do not permit him freedom
April
degree of self-consciousness and aware- to do for you what he is anxious to do
1945
ness and power for achievement and butcannot, because you keep him in
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intelligence are supreme.We fear to
follow our inner urges. We fear to let
go and be directed by the God Within.
The genuinemystic
does not flee
from life, docs not seekescape from
reality, does not shun his fellow men,
and does not shrink from assuming responsibility. He who as a result of his
mystic studies loses touch with his fellow men or loses interest in the pursuit
of wisdom has misinterpreted the mystic philosophy. The aim of mysticism is
tomake the human beinga com lete
and perfect man, self-directive, ab e to
exercise initiative, with every faculty
alert,and ableto work harmoniously
with his fellow men for the welfare of
society.
Friends, let us be loyal to the teachings of the Rosicrucian Order. Marie
Corelli in LifeEverlasting states that
(Continued on NextPage)

fetters. Please remember that this master can manifest himself only through
you. He is an inseparable part of your
Vital Life Force, the creative force for
good or evil. He acts in conformity
withyour thoughts and feelings. He
brings to you the things you have consciousnessof, whether they be the ills
you fear, or the success and happiness
you desire. We are failures because we
do not believe in our own power. We
do not trust the God Within. Still we
are part of the fountainhead of all supply, as well as a spark of infinite and
unlimited powc:’, and because in blindness we are not using or exercising this
power, we become failures. We go
throughlifewithoutevenscratching
the surface of our potentialities. We
are at the mercy of every wind of circumstance, because we vaingloriously
think that our materialistic reason and
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the Lilies

C&der

By ALPHA
L. WOLFE,
F. R. C.

9

“Consider the lilies, how they grow; they toil not, they s in not: and yet I
say unto you, that Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed ike one of these.”
“Luke 12~27
with its spotless
trum et is spiritual
a
reveration of b e a u t y ,
heralding the Eastertide
through the material.
In the seed rested the
character and ersonality
of an Easter Eily, not a
Tiger Lily -the Faith,
Energy, and Purpose to rise to an ideal
realization which fulfills its mission on
the material plane in a spiritual manifestation. In the seed arethe intellectual and emotional elements in God
which unfold ininternal ratios, the
mystical geometric formula which produces the symmetrical arrangement of
the leaves, obeying the laws of gradation, proportion, and balance, as the
lily seeks its personal limitations in
the beautiful, spotless, trumpet-shaped
flower expressing the joy of the Resurrection. From the Mother Earth,the
tendril fingers reach into atomic dust,
purify it into spiritual life and beauty
HE LILY

which reaches up in aspiration toward
the Almighty Father with a desire to
express itself in both and for both, a
glorious Unity to attractand
please
man for his spiritual benefit.
Man, with his higher creative faculties, imagination and insight, should
be able
to
divine the purpose and
principles involved in his own realization of the ideal in the Unity of the
material and the spiritual. He may exercise the superior adaptations and control which give him strength andpower
of growth. Man mustpermit
God‘s
plan forhim, like that of the lily, to
unfold with time and reveal the calyxes
of gold. Our experiences are timed and,
if our impatiencetears the close-shut
leaves apart, we destroy something infinitely precious which God has planned
for us.
Again, consider the lily,how it grows
according to the divinely arranged, intelligent plan of God through Nature.
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one of the greatest obstacles in the path
of the student is the influence of others.
Let us vow never to he swayed from
following our high ideals. The age may
be materialistic. We need not succumb.
The age may be brutal. Let love be
our guide. There is today a resurgence
of intensenationalismthroughout
the
world. We can do our du to the state
and yetrise above nationa ism and love
all mankind. We can work for the fellowship of nations and a world understanding. There are times when to be
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true to the highest within us we must
run counter to the age we live in. I do
not believe that America today isbereft of ideals or visions or altruism. But
those who believe in the reality of mystical and spiritualprinciples must assert
their conviction. A united
spiritual
front is the need of the hour. Let us not
be remiss in this great task. In the
arm of the Lord let us not be la gards
in tie rear. Wherever we are, 9et us
take the lead in asserting the mystic
life to be the truly American life.
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(ContinuedfromPage
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nature determined as it is? In other or we choose the negative and do not
words, was it predetermined? Was conform to our nature, and thus we
exeverything conceived as we know and perience not only suffering but an unexperience it? If all was predetermined timely death.
Man is continually acted u on by
in advance, then obviously nothing is
free in nature, for nothin can esca e his emotions, by his instincts, Ey psythat which it is and whicf it was 8, chic urges and by the forces and powers
terminedto be. Thereare those who of the physical world. Man cannot
do not believe that all things were de- escape these urges. He cannot put himtermined in advance. They refer to self apartfrom them, and, therefore,
conceive thatthe Cosmic hag no be- he is compelled to have preferences as
ginning and everything that is was and he reacts to these urges. These preferstillremains of God. From this point ences are kinds of responses which he
of view also, there could he no freedom has from these influences of his being,
in nature, because this reallyis ad- These preferences are choices and the
of our navancing the theory of necessity. All choices are an integral art
things at theirbottom are of God; there- ture, just as eating, Ereathing, and
fore, by necessit they
must
follow drinking are a necessary part of our
that order ofGo$
consequently, they physical nature. We, each of us, actucannot deviate from it and therefore ally choose what pleases our natures.
they are not free.
We cannot escape doing so. Therefore,
Much, however, is made of man’s the will is not free. Thoughwemust
volition, his self-determination-the fact choose, andare compelled to bythe
that man can sa aye of some things, necessity of our own natures, there are
and nay about otKers, and that he does preferred choices which w e can and
so at all times. But wesay that man should make. We should always choose
according to the best quality of our
also, like the other thin s innature,
cannot escape making ties, choices. nature, in accordance withthe better
These choices are but the r c r y necessity part of ourselves. Such choice apof his own being, and do not represent proaches the nature of God. The nearer
him to be of free will. We either con- we are to our whole self, the integrated
form to the positive aspect of our nature nature of our being, the closer we are to
andtherebyare
healthier and more the Absolute, to God.
harmonious, and possibly live longer,
(To be Continued)

FREE LITERATURE

Attractively prepared free literature concerning the organization is available to all
members upon request. Write for an assortment today and have it ready for distribution to friends and acquaintances-help with the extension work of the Order.
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THE SHADOW OF EVENTS

-

become ensnared b the very mechanical intricacies whic
!
lthey have created,
(ContinuedfromPage
78)
Men will tear humanity apartwith the
voracity of beasts, and do so b means
morallycircumspectcitizen;
of the finesse of devices providred by a
both can use science, but eac?g%
science. Man
use it for diver ent ends. Upon which cold, calculat’physical
do ou think t f e future peace of the is both a t h x i n g andan emotional
woryd depends? To too many persons, being. Science represents the thinking
science unfortunately means an explo- or rational aspects of his nature. Mystithe emoration of the world beyond self. Self cism andreligionrepresent
is the point from which they work out- tional or psychicalaspect. One must
ward.They
accept selfas
it is. All balance the other, if personal and colthingsareevaluatedstrictlybytheir
lective peace are to be experienced by
expediency, their usefulness to self. But humanity.
this startin
what isthisself?
DOMINION
What should be its function?
itstrue relationto that world which Now Man must take unto himself dominion,
science is makingmore and more under- The sovereignty he has giuen his inventions.
His is the brain behind his own machinery,
standable? What is the proper evaluaShouldeuer the lesser dispossess the greater?
tion of self-its moralcontent?These
T h e usebeneficent,not the use iniurious,
are subjects whichtheaverage
indi- Should be his program, his unceasing doctrine.
vidual
disregards
in his pursuit of T h e silver bird that spreads its wings to heauen
Man’s glorious conquest of the sky announces,
science.
Buthow
does Man reward hisownbright
genzus?
Today,the
average man presumes
down-upon himself!-destruction.
the erfection of his own e o on the B y hurling
on he goes, discovering and inuenting,
one Rand, but, on the other %and, de- And
A n artless child near gas with matches playing.
mands proof and demonstxability of the The power he takes from earth’s entrails will
seize him,
realities of thephysical world. If he
f u r y rend him, him and
wouldonlyquestion
selfas well. He W i t hhisearth-shaking
offspring.
cannot realize that his ego may color Beforehe
further searchesout theatom,
the value of all else hescientifically
Lethim
ask himselfthisquestiom
“Am I
ready?
accepts. Consequently, science must
Until
he
IS,
he
had
better
stay
his
power
lead man back to self-analysis, through And look within. And look within. God help
an attempt to reconcile psychology with
him!
an enlightened reli ‘on and mysticism.
-Elizabeth Parkhill Jordan,
If this is notdone,
souls of men will
from Scientific Monthly.
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HIERARCHYMEDITATIONPERIOD

All members of the Hierarchy are advised that there will be aspecialmeditation
period for them on Thursday,April M,at 8:OO P.M. Pacific War Time. Determine
thetimeinyour
citywhich corresponds. Thenatureand
p u r of this period is
known justtoHierarchymemberswhoaretoparticipate.Eacwillmakeareport
direct to the Imperator on the event, as soon thereafter as possible. (For the benefit of
members living outside of Continental North &erica, there will be an additional period
of meditation on thedate of Thursday,May 31, at 8:OO P.M. Pacific W a r Time.
Domestic members should not report on the foreignmeditation period.)

CHICAGOROSE-CROIXUNIVERSITYCLUB
All members living in or near Chicago who are planning to attend the
Rose-Croix
University this year, are invited to contact Mrs. Frank A. Lovell, 1427 W. Jarvis Street,
club’s plansfortravelingtothe
Chicago 26, Illinois,forinformationconcerningthe
University.FullinformationconcerningtheUniversity
session may be obtainedby
writing to, The Registrar, Rosicrucian Park, San Jose, California.

THE ALCHEMISTS

(Continued from Page 88)
DePerfecto
Magisterio it is written
that,“The Stone is obtained by combininga most clear coagulated water
with a fixed philosophical oil.” Thomas
Charnock gives us an inventory of the
a paratus required and tells us that we
s all also need the services of a potter,
joiner, and glass blower. John Rupecissa in his Liber Lucis gives an illustration of the necessary furnace for, “The
incubation of the philosophic egg.” The
instructions of Sendivogius are perhaps
as difficult to follow as any. We have,
according to him, to use, “water which
does not wet the hands and continuous
fire for seven or ten months.” We also,
again according to Sendivogius, must
find, “a certain
hidden
thing from
which there is obtained a liquid which
dissolvesgold.”
These vague and contradictory instructions andthe difficulties the followers of Hennes have encountered in
their search are not very encouraging.
It is reassuring, therefore, to read
Erenaeus’ summing up the philosophy
of George Ripley, who, in his opinion,
“carried the garland,’’ among alchemical instructors. This assures us that, “if
a man’s principles be trueand
his
operations regular,hisEventwill
be
certain, which Event will be no other
than the True Mystery.”
The testimony of the great alchemists
as to the power of the stone, once obtained, is even more encouraging. Roger
Bacon tells us that with a given amount
of the philoso her’s stone he could
transmute a mi ion times as much base
metal into gold. In another place he
tells us that, “it not onlyinsures the
welfare of individuals and the commonwealth,but contributes to the length
of days and years of life.” Raymond
Lully says, “it teaches the way of restoration for human bodies to the enjoyment of perfect health.” Flame1 asserts that, “The Stone if perfected by
anyone changes him from bad to good,
takes away avarice which is the root
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of all sin, makes him liberal, mild, reli ’OUS, and God-fearin .” I n another
pface
l
he says that he w i o ossesses the
Stone, “remains continua ly ravished
by the great grace and mercywhich
he has obtained from God.” Johannes
Rupecissa says thatthe
the stone, “areenrichez
beyond all kings of the earth, are just
before God and men, and enjoy the
special favour of heaven.’’ Isaac of Holland tells us that, “those who took
weekly asmall portion of the Philosophical Stone would be preserved in
perfect health.”EirenaeusPhilalethes,
sometimes called the Cosmopolite, not
to be confused with Eugenius Philalethes, which wasThomas
Vaughan’s
mystic name, is, if possible, even more
extravagant in his praise. He says of
anyone who is possessed of the Stone,
“I know not what in the world he can
wish.” Again, “If he should live a
thousand years and every day provide
for thousand
a
men,
he could not
want.” Or, “One man that is an adept u s might transmute into perfect gold
and silver all the im ei-fect metals that
are in thewhole wor d. He may make
precious stones and gems such as cannot be paralleled innature.Hehath
a medicine universal, both for prolonglife and curing of all diseases.”
thegreat
Paracelsus:
in%inallyhear
“It is the Secret of all Secrets. The last
and highest thing to be sought under
the heavens. From the be ‘nning of the
world, saints have desirefto behold it.
It is sought by many andfound by few.
It exists inall things in every place
and at all times. If everyone knew it,
all work andindustry
would cease;
man would desire nothing but this one
thing, people would live wickedly and
the world would be mined.”
The descriptions of these greatalchemists may be enigmatical, their instructions vague and contradictory, but
their unquestioningcertitude
of the
power of the stone compel us to recognize that they were in possession of a
priceless secret. Let those who have
ears to hear, hear.
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Existing psychology and the theory of knowledge do not teach people to discriminate between different orders of ideas, nor point outthat some ideas are
very dangerous and cannot be ap roached without long and complicated preparation.-From A New Model of t!e Universe.
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Karma and Social Responsibility
By THESUPREME
SECRETARY

THE sco e and expanse
of the p ysical horizon
varies, depending upon
the point from which the
individual looks about
him, so does the horizon
of knowledge and experience varyin direct accord with the life and experience of the individual. We are able
to see in the physical sense insofar as
the eye is capable and to the point
where physical barrier intercepts our
vision. To the person wholives in a
narrow valley the horizon is smaller
than to him who lives on the plains,
but by ascending the mountains the
horizon is expanded. In the same sense
new ideas and knowledge cou led with
experience, expand our menta horizons
and cause us to seebeyond the limitations thatmay
be set upbyour
opinions and prejudices.
Thelaw of Karma, as it has been
interpreted inthe Western world, is
basically an application to man’s living
of the laws of cause and effect, as they
are seen to operate inthe physical
world. We base our ex eriences and
acts upon the belief i n t i e stability of
thelaw of cause and effect. Almost
every move which we make we do so
with thefirm belief thatthelaw
of
cause and effect will not vary.We
know, for example, that when we
out a fire, the extinguishing of the
is the stepwetaketoeliminate
the
cause. Once the fire is completely extinguished we know that effect will be
maintained and that we can go about
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our affairs withoutconcern orworry
that the removal of the cause was insufficient or if the effect was complete,
and therefore, feel safe fromthe destruction which the firemight roduce
if it were not entirely extinguiixed. If
we did nothave faith in thelaw of
cause and effect we would be in a constant state of mental turmoil, wondering whether or not an act that was
done would remain so. If we build our
lives in accordance with the operation
of the lawof Karma, we will constantly
be brought into a state of realization of
the fact that every act and every idea
which we put into action will have its
results in some form or another.
Anelementaryinte
retation of the
operation of the law %Karma is that
we will be punished for the wrongs we
do, and that for the good we do we will
havecertain
recompense or reward.
This is a narrow viewpoint, particularly if we try to direct our lives and
use as a basis for OUT actions the idea
of personal reward or punishment,
Karma is more than a concern for our
own selfish interests. The lawof Karma
makes it possible for man to see beyond
the horizon which ordinarily surrounds
him. He who accepts the idea, or
principle, of Karma will realize that the
horizon of hismental vision does not
end with the limitations of his understanding any more than does the physical horizon of the inhabitant of a valley
end with the high mountains about him.
Just as such an individual may climb
the mountains and extend his horizon if
he has the inclination and ambition, so

the individual who believes in the law
of Karma may realize that the events
of his immediate life are only limited
by his understanding and his
scope of
vision andthat it is ossible, through
experience and know edge, to extend
the horizon.
He may also realize that the events
of this life, which include his attempt
to solve the problems of good and e d ,
of fortune and misfortune, and his failure tounderstand,arenotto
be circumscribedbya
horizon of limited
scope, but can be extended indefinitely,
limited only by his understanding and
desire to increase that understanding.
Those of us who accept thxs law, view
life asawholefromadifferentperspective. We are able to see beyond the
llmitationsintowhich
we wereborn.
Weare even ableto see beyond the
limitations and handicaps of one life or
numerous lives; we are able to extend
our vision, not in terms of one lifetime,
but in terms of the Cosmic scheme
which existed even before we were and
will continue to exist and carry out its
purposes aswe extend ourselves into
time.
Sucha concept is an individualistic
belief. Man in his acceptance of Karma
has a tendency to be concerned with his
own acts and thoughts. Those who
refuse to entertain value in the operation
of the law of Karma do so upon the
basis that the acceptance of this principle causes the average individual to
shirk
his
social responsibility. The
critic points out that many who believe
in the law of Karma become extreme
introverts;they, in fact,buildalife
strictly about themselves, trying to link
all causes and effects with their own
actionsandnarrow
lives. Shouldthis
interpretation be put upon a law which
isnotlimited
to any individualbut
which exists as a part of the manifestation of theentire Cosmic law, the
individual is only harmin
by
shutting himself off from e operation
of the law.
It is conceivable that an individual
mightrefuse service fromacompany
dispensing electrical power, and might
desire to illuminate his o w n home by a
mechanically operating generator or an
adequate number of batteries. No one
denies that there is the physical possi-
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bility that he could producelight in
this manner,butinshuttin
off a
eater source of supply he is a ding to
problem of producin light by many
inconveniences and ina equacies. So it
iswithruan,
i€ heshuts himself off
from the source of all thin s and if he
tries to use a segment
of Eosmic law,
particularly for his own sake, he must
assumewith
that choice the inconveniences, additional problems, and inad uacies that mustsurely
be the
res t.
If the law of Karma is to be accepted
as a hilosophy of men and women, it
must% accepted not as a separate entity in itself, stranded, as it were, from
any relationship to other universal laws,
butratheras
amanifestation of one
law which the all-wise Creator has established-establishednotnecessarily
for the benefit or privilege of man, but
to carry out His pu ose which may be
at the moment, ins3ar as man’s vision
is concerned, beyond the scope of man’s
ability to grasp and analyze.
The belief in Karmais nota
form
of individualism; it carries with it definitely an emphasis upon social responsibility. To be concerned onlyforthe
effects of personalandindividual
actionsisto
shut oneself off from the
manifestation of this law. We will be
able to properlyadjust ourselves to a
greater universal scheme only when we
each take our place in the world, composed of other beings much likeourselves, and realize that every cause and
effect, insofar as the lifeprocess of mankind is concerned, is not somethin confined within our own mind or ody,
but something which has a relationship
with the ideas andactivities of every
other
living
being. Therefore, it is
literallytruethat
we are each our
brother’s keeper, not in the sense that
we can be maderesponsiblefor
the
destiny of each human being about us,
butinsofar
aswe
participate inthe
problems and activities of society as a
whole willwebetter the social status
for ourselves. If crime,war,and economic problems are to be wiped from
the face of the earth, we must gain a
concept of social responsibility. We
must realize that our Karma is not exclusively a productof what we actually
do, but definitely a result
of what we
may fail to do.
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T H E P U R P O S E OF

THE ROSICRUCIAN ORDER

Member of
“FUDOSI”
(Federation Universelles des
Ordres et
Societes
Initiatiques)

The Rosicrucian Order, existing in all civilized lands is a nonsectarian
fraternal bod of men and womendevoted to the investigation, study and
practical applycation of natural and spiritual laws The purpose of the oreizati0.n is to enable all to live in harmon with’the creative, constructive
smic forces for the
attainment of health
iness and
The Order
is internationally known as “AMORC” (ahkgreviation) peace
AMORC
in America and all other lands constitutes the only f o hand
of ‘the
Rosicrucian
activities united in one body for a representation in the international federation The AMORC doesnot sell its teachings It gives them freely to
affiliatidmemberstoetherwithmanyother
benefits For complete informationabout thefenetltsand
advantages of Rosicrucian association
write a letter to the address below, and ask for the free book The Master;
of Life. Address Scribe S. P. C., in care of
AMORC TEMPLE
Rosicrucian Park, B a n Jose, Calllorain, U. 8. A.
(Cable Address: “AMOBCO”)

Supreme Executive for the North and South Americsn Jurisdiction
RALPH 1.L E W S , F. R. C.-hperator

DIRECTORY

request.
ARIZONA
Tucson:
TucsonChapter
Dr Charles TomlinBox
2344
Tucson Master’ M i Charles Daniel’ Mills, l2Oi
West Niagara
Street
Tucson Secretary Meetinas flrst and third $ridam ai 8 P. m., lj5 South
Sixth Avenue.
CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles:
The Hermes Minor Lodge 148 NorthGramerc
Place Mr. E R Copeland ’ J r . Master 740 S o u d
Olive‘Street
Angeles i4. Ruth Farker Secretary.Reguiar convocationu’Sundays 3:“ p.m..
all members welcome. For schedule of review
classes social and other events consult the monthly Loci e bulletin which will be mailedon
reibrary reading rooms and in u~ryoffice
m. to 10p. m. daily. Telepjone Glads k n e 1230.

’Lo;

10 P. m.: Sunda s 2 to 5:Sp p. m. only. I w k e
viewBldg.. 116 gouth MichlganAvenue, Rooms
408-9-10. Lecture
sessions
for ALL members
every Tuesday at 8 p. m.
KENTUCKY
Louisville:
Louisville Chapter. MissMildred White, Secat
tary Meetin s second andfourthFridays
8:OO.p. m., Shfbboleth Lodge, 919 Baxter Avenue.
MARYLAND
Baltimore:
Baltimore Chapter Mr Herbert J Hoff Master.
Mr William H Eby .ir Secret&
2 h 5 Bake;
Street Tel Lipayetie 2366 Meetggs flrst and
third ’Wediesday of each month a t 8.15 p m..
I. 0. 0.F. Temple, 100 West Saratogi Strekt at
Cathedral.
MASSACHUSETTS
Boston:
J o h b n e s KelpiusMinor Lod e MrWilliam A.
!$Q-Q-;: ~ ~ t e ~ a : ; 4 5 , . . , . ~ i ~ ~ ~ w ~ ~ ~ r ~ ~ ~ ~
and ;Ladingroom Suite 237 759 Boylston’St. Convocations for
mimbers
Thursday
evenin and
all
Sundayafternoon.
Special Convocations
local Lodge
members and for alldegreesboth
membersandGrandLodgemembers
theflrst
Sunday ofeach month at 8:00 p. m. h o m September to June.
MICHIGAN
Detroit:
Thebes Minor Lod e.Mr.
James H. Bickford,
Master. Mr
R
Leftrid e Seeretag, 678_
Stimsot; Street. ‘Me& s a t p
h
iDetroit edera
tion of Women’s ClubsBldg., 4811 Second Blvd.,
every Tuesday, 8% p.m.
MINNESOTA
St. Paul-Minneapolis:
Essene
Chapter
Mrs A M Ronnin
Master’
Skreta
141FJeffersoi
Mrs S M Peinlmari
Street’St ’ Paul Telephone E2’0225 Meetings
second and fourih Sundays at 3 p. m., Andrews
Hotel, Minneapolis.
MISSOURI
st. Louis:
St Louis Minor Lodge Mr A. M Buchmann
Master 2836 Mt.Pleamint S k e e t . h r g a r e t Ilg‘
feg;.etiry,9223
Coral Dr.,Affton: Telephone F1:
Regular convocatio,ns
each
Tuesday, 8
p.m., 3008 So. Grand.
NEW JERSEY
Newark:
H. Spencer LewisChapter
Mrs CharlesSamer
Master. Meetings every ironday, 8 3 0 p.m., j‘3
WashingtonStreet.
NEW YORH

BOS~OS$~

Sacramento:
Clement
B.
LeBrun Chapter. Mrs. Lottie D.
Ziegler Master. MrsMildred S Christian Secretary. Meetings’ secoidandfourth ThursAa s a t
8 p. m.,Friendship
Hall, Odd Fellows’ Adg.,
9th and K Streets.
San Diego:
SanDie o Cha ter Mr P B
Svrcek
Maqter
3757 42n8 Streef, !ielephond R h 4 4 ; Mix.Ties&
Dowell Secretary. Meetings
every
Tuesday
nt

8:M) o.’m.

sari Brnncisco:
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Francis BaconMinor Lodge L R KeithDeputy
Master 2205 Sacramento itreit ’San Francisco
8 p.m.,
15 California. MeetingseveryMonday
19b7 Chestnut Street.
COLORADO
Denver :
Denver Chapter. Mrs. Edna D Burtch Master
1021 JulianStreet:Secretap’
Mrs. Ethel M:
Johnson 1269 ElatiStreet
eetin 8 every Friday, 8 0.‘ m.. C.A. Johnson B1d.e..
17th btreet.
-51%
.
Ro-om 302.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Thomas Jefferson Chapter. Mr. Frank M. Pearson, Master: Mrs.Ch
stel F. Anderson,Secretary Meetings everyTriday 8 m
Confedp
erate Memorial Hall, 1322 Vermont Avenbe, N. W.
FLORIDA
Miami:
Miami Chapter
Mrs
Myrtle
Wilson MasterMrs E. H SmithSecretary
3239 N ’W Nintd
Aveiue. Miami37.’ Meetings kvery Sinday evenBuffalo.
ing, 7:30.BiscayneTemple,
120 N. W. 15th Ave.
ILLINOIS
Buffalo Chapter. Mr Alfred E Engelfried
Kenmore.
N. Y.:
Master 100 Hamilton’ Blvd
Chica 0 ’
TheJeiertiti MinorLodge.
Mrs. Eva H. Read
Miss Gertrude Brookes Secretary Meetings
Master: MISSMary M. Gonser, Secretary. Read:
every Wednesday, 7:30P.’ m., 226 Deiaware Ave.,
ing roomopen daily, 1 to 5 p.m. and 7:30 to
Room9.
(Directory Continued on Next Page)

New York City:
250 W.67th
St.
NewYork City MinorLodge.
Mr. Wm. Duffie Johnson, Master: Mrs. Bertha C.
Armstron 60-71 Forty-FirstStreet t o n g Island
City 4 d w York SecretaryMyshcal
canvocations kach Wednisday evening at 8:15 for all
y d e s . Inquiryandreading
roomsopenweek
ays andSunda s 1 to8p
m
Booker T. Washrngton Chapter’ Albert J Marks
Master 1174 Forest Ave Bronx. MrsCatherin;
E K i i g Secretary 64 ‘h 134td St. ’NewYork
City.Mketings eve; Sunday at 8 p.’m.. 69 West
126th Street, Roomf3.

OHIO

Akron :
Akron Chapter Mr L
B
Bolden Master. Mr
4, Box‘ 636;
Clayton Franks, S&reiar$,Rout;
Telephone
MI-3971 Meetings
Akron 1 Ohio
every otlier Sun’dau. 7% P. m.. Mavfiower Hotel.
Cincihnnti:
Cincinnati Cha ter MrCarl
A Hartsock Master 3666 Middgton Aveinue Telkphone A$7673.
MLs. Emma L.
Ransick,
becretary TelephonL
J E 1726 Meetingsever
Friday at ‘7.30 p m.,
204 Hazen Building,9tgand
Main SGeets.’
Cleveland:
Cleveland Chapter MissAnne Rosenjack Master
12504 Rexford Ave‘nue. MrsClydeHincdle
6ec:
retary, 3639 West 68th’St. Meetings every Aiday,
8 p.m., HotelStatler.
Dayton:
ElbertHubbard
Cha ter. Mr. Roy A. Haines.
Master. Mrs
Wava
Btultz
Secretary. Meetings
“ v e x Wednksday, 8 p. m.,’ 66 E. Fourth Street,
Rau
Hall.
OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City:
OkiahomaCitCha
ter A H Trostman Master
Telephone 4-?792. %iinifkd‘ Atkins SLcretary’
Telephone 6-1997.’ Convocations every’ second and
Bldg.,
fourth Sunday, 730 p. m., Y. W.C.A.
Room318.

-

PrincipalCanadianBranches

The addresses of other foreign Grand Lodges
be given upon request.

%.

WI%RSIt.

Milwaukee:
Milwaukee Chapter Mrs. Louise
E Packel
Master: Edith M. ‘Wolff, Seiretary Meeting;
every Monday, 8:16 p. m.,3431W. Lisbon Ave.

and ForeignJurisdictions

or the names and addresses of their representatives, will

AUSTRALIA
SydneyN
S W.:
S’dney’Cdapier. Mrs. Dora English, Secretary,
6& Pacific Highway, Chatswood.
CA.NADA
Torohto
Ontario:
Toronto’
Chapter
Mr L H. Richards Master.
Address all corre‘spondenie to Mrs. Ceclie I. Barnick 42 BainAvenue
Toronto 6. Sessions flrst
and’third Sundays, i : 3 0 p. m.,10 Landsdowne
Avenue.
Vancouver British Cnlumbia’
Canadian
‘Grand
Lodgz
AkORC Mr.
A.
E.
SavilleMaster
6975 Baisam StreeiPhone Kerriadale’ MOL.’ Mr Melford Hardy Secret
Suite 9 3636’ Fra;?er Ave. Vancouber B
Canada,’Phone Fairmont 2867-R. AMORC Temple:
878 Hornby Street. Grand convocatlons held each
evening Monday throughFriday.
Victoria British Columbin.
Master
Victoria’
Lodge
M n V ‘M Burrows
1728 Davie Striet, Tklephonk E-7716; becretary:
Mrs.Constance
Kaehn, 3530 Savannah Avenue,
Telephone E-3373.
WindsorOntarlo.
Windsor’Chapter’ Mr Matt Mathison Master.
Secretary Mrs Rebeica Mathison 164 Bridg;?
Avenue, 'Windier, Telephone 4-28j1. Meetings
held everyWednesday, 8 p. m., NortonPalmer
Hotel. Grand Lodgememberswelcome.
Winnipe Manitoba.
Charles
Dean Chapter 122a Phoenix Block
Mr Frederick RobinsonMLster. Dorothy Wang
Skretary 350 Parkview’ Street ’St James Mani:
toba. Seisions for allmembeis i n Wednesday,
7:46p.m.
DENMARK
Copenhagen:
The AMORC Grand
Lodge
of Denmark. Mr.
ArthurSundstrup, GrandMaster;Carli
Ander

7’

Bans

OREGON
Portland:
Portland Rose Chapter Harold MyronQuayle
Master. Ruth A Melviile, Secretary, 1011 S. E:
32nd Abenue, Poitland 15.
PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia:
Benjamin Franklin Minor Lodge
Lillian
M
Brown Master. Lucille B Nenndr Secretary’
1711 W Huntin’gton St Philadel hiL Meetin ;
for all memberseverygunday 7 % p: m 219
Broad St. Temple and readink room op& every
Tuesday and Friday, 2 to 4 p.m.
Pittsburgh:
FirstPenn. Lodge. Mrs. Helen A. Hull, Secretary, 446 Kennedy Ave.,N. S. Pittsburgh.
TEXAS
TEXAS
Fort Worth:
Fort
Worth
Chapter Mrs.
Ivo
A. Jeffries
Master R t 2 Box 188 Telehonex4009: Georgi;
0.A d e l , ‘Se’cretary. 5201 Ea8t First St. Meeting eve Friday 7 3 0 p. m., Elks Club, 512 West
Fourth%reet.
UTAH
Salt Lake City:
SaltLakeCityChapter.
Mrs. MabelHogenson
Master Tele hone 7-0039: Dr. H. F.Syndergaard‘
Secredry gelephone 6-1889 Meetlng ever;
Wednesdiy 8:30 pm
420 Nkss BldgReading
open’daily kxce‘it Sunday from‘ 10 a. m.
to ‘I p.m.
WASHINGTON
Seattle:
Michael
Mater
Minor
Lodge.
Harold M Rial
J Manley Secretary 1016
Master. Dr
Arthur
Unionbtree‘tApt
3 Seattle 2 ’WashMektings
ever$ Mondiy
l32Z’East
Pink
Stree‘t 8
m
ReaIng room‘ open Monday through ‘Frigy, i

sen, S. R. C.. GrandSecretary. Manograde13th
Strand.
DUTCHEAST INDIES
Dr. W. Th. van Stokkum.GrandMaster;
w. J.
Vfsser, Secretary-General. Gombel 33. Semaranz.
EGYPT
Cairo :
Cairo Information Bureau de la Rose croix. J.
Sapport?, Secretary, 27 Rue Salimon Pacha
Hellopolls :
The
Grand
Orient
of
AMORC
House of the
Temple. M.
A.
Ramayvelim. F, R. C., Grand
Secretary, % Mr. Levy, 60 Rue Stefano.
ENGLAND
The AMORC Grand Lodge of Great Britain Mr
RaymundAndrea,
F. R. C., GrandMaster,
si
Bayswater Ave.. Westbury Park. Briston 6.
MEXICO
Quetzalcoat1 Lodge Calle de Colombia 24 MexiCO D F Dr
Pedro
Najera
Master.
Lfionardo
AcbSd, secretary, Calle de‘Jalapa i 4 , Dep. 5
Mexico, D. F.. Mexico.
POLAND
Polish Grand Lodge of AMORC, Warsaw, Poland.
SWEDEN
Grand
Lodge
“Rosenkorset.”
Anton
Svanlund!
F. R. C., GrandMaster,Vaster
atan 66 Malmo
Inez Akesson Grand
Lodge
fecreta&, S l o t d
gatan 18,Malmo.
SWITZERLAND

Spanish-American Division

I

Armando Foht DeLa Jam, F. E. C., DeputyGrand Master
Directinquiries regardingthts division to the Spanish-AmericanDivision, Rosicrucian park, Sari ~0%.
California, U. S. A.
JUNIOR ORDER O F TORCH
BEARERS
A children‘s organization sponsored by the AMORC.
For complete information as to itsaims and beneflts, address Secretary e n e r a l , Junior order,Rosicrucian Park, San Jose, California.
THE ROSICRUCIAN PRESS, LTD.
PRINTED
IN U. S. A.

- The Plan of

Your Life -

SELF MASTERY AND FATE
WITH THECYCLES OE LIFE
HERE

is apracticalmethodtomapthecourse

of yourlife--hourbyhour,daybyday.
No
guesswork of indications, no fantasm. A simple,
start!ing, surprising survey, sanely stating the mar’
velous mystical manifestations of the cycles of life,
which enables every man and woman easily to learn
more about his fortunate and unfortunate periods
in each day. Here is an opportunity to be prepared
for all the strange Occurrence which perplex each
humanbeing.Thisbook,SelfMasteryandFate,
no
contains a systemwhichtimehasshownhas
equalinanyform
of astrology,numerology,or
character reading.

It Has a Thousand Uses
For parents to guide their children, for the house,
wife, the business employee, the man or woman just
of
starting his or her own business, and the heads
bigcorporations,this
book will he a guidefor
health,education,finance,socialaffairs,andchar,

ROSICRUCIANSUPPLYBUREAU

acter development. Lcarn the periods in weeks and
months when certain physical ailments may manifest in your body.

A Daily Guide
This is not a b o k to be read through once or
twiceandthenplaced
011 thelibraryshelf.You
andeach mcmbeT of your familywillbeableto
map out the charts
of your life every week, every
dayinfact.Thechartswill
belikemapsof
a
voyageonthesea
of lifeshowingjustwhatcan
of the
be expected each week and month. The use
book and itsinformationhasbeenmadesimplewithout mathematics or consultation
of any other
book oralmanac.Nintheditionnow
ready -- thefirsteditioncompletely
sold in one month Well printed and
bound, containing all chnrts, diagrams,
andtables.

PRICE .............................................

0:.

This

price

includes

mailing to you.

San Jose, California

THE

following are but a few of the many books
of the Rosicrucian Library, which are fascinating
a n d instructive to everyreader For a complete
list and description of all of the books, write for
FREE CATALOG Sendordersandrequest
to
address below

SYMBOLICPROPHECYOFTHEGREAT
PYRAMID-By H. Spencer Lewis, Ph. D.
Theworld'sgreatestmystery!WhobuilttheGreat
Pyramidwhy
it w a s built andthemeaning
codeof'measurementsanditshiddenpropheciesare
allrevealedinthisinterestingbookIllustratedPrice,
postpaid, $2 25

of its

LEMURIA-TheLost
Continent
of the Pacific-By W. S. Cerve

Beneaththerollingrestlessseasliethemysteries
of
forottencivilizationsWherethemighty
Pacific now
r o l z in a majestic sweep, there was once
a vastcontinent The land was known
as Lemuria, and its people
as Lemurians If y o ua r e
a lover of mystery, oi the
unknown,
this
book
will fascinate
you
Price,
postp a i d , $2 30

SELF MASTERY AND FATEWITHTHECYCLES
OF LIFE-ByH.
Spencer Lewis, Ph. D.

Theplan of yourlife
Thisbookrevealshowwemay
takeadvantage of certainperiods for success,happiness.
health.
and
vrosveritv
I t woints out
those
periods which are faGorable
dr unfa;orable for certain
activitiesFullyillustratedwithchartsanddiagrams
Price,postpaid, $2 25

ROSICRUCIANPRINCIPLESFORHOME
AND
BUSINESS-ByH.
Spencer Lewis. Ph. D.

This volume contains such principles
oi practical Rosicrucianteachingasareapplicable
to thesolution of
everyday problems of life in business and in the affairs
of thehomeHundreds
of practicalpointsPrice,postp a i d , $2 25

ALONGCIVILIZATIONS TRAIL
By Ralph M. Lewis, F. R. C.

Treadwith a party of modernmysticsoverthecrumbling mud bricks of once-mtqhty Babylon. Relive a life
withone
of theparty
in thegreatalaceofNebuchadnezzar. Mental1 takepartwithtfeauthorinthe
INITIATION CEREMOhIES of the Hermetic Brotherhoods
of EuropeIllustratedwithoriginalphotographsPrice,
postpaid, $2 25

MENTAL POISONING
By H. Spencer Lewis, Ph. D.
Do poisoned
thou
hts
like
mysterious
rays
reach
throu h the elhere3 realms
toclaiminnocent
h m s ?
thoughts of some enslave the minds
of others?
Can
ReadthisfrankexDositionPrice,postpaid,
$1 25

81,

BEHOLDTHE SIGN-Ancient Symbols and
Their Mystic Meaning
By Ralph M. Lewis, F. R. C.

A
collection
of important MYSTICAL a n d OC'CULT
SYMBOLS used to perpetuateeternaltruthsFullv
illustratedLearnthemeaning
of crypticsignsusedby
theavatarsandureatteachers
for centuries
Price,
postpaid, $1 25

RosicrucianSupplyBureau
"AMORCSAN IOSE.CALIFORNIA.U. S. A.

